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Paperback Purgatory Pro~lems wit ~ Paper~ads ~

The nost. interesting ugaune I've rud recent.ly hasn't. act.ually
been SF-or ient.ed , Ilt.hough you .ight. be forgiven for a cerlain
flash of deu-vu, as it's edit.ed by Oavid Pringle and cont.lins
contributIons fro~ Brian Stableford, Lisa Tuttle, Kia Neuan, Paul
McAuley and Oavid Langford, as well as l'Iark Morris, Stan Nicholls
and Brendan Wignall, While MILLION is not, well, a ~illion .iles
frOD INTERZONE in appearance, it. has a .uch broader brief,
Subtitled 'The HgUlfl# of Popular fiction', it. is liled at. lovers
of everyt.hing fro. thrillers t.o rOMances (but, yes, taking in SF
Ind Fntasy), offering revins, int.erviews, st.udies and
bibliogrlphies - even t.he occnional short. st.ory, The first
(January/February) issue SetnS to stress t.he crine genre, with In
intervIew wit.h Colin Dexter and a new 'l'Ioru' short story, I
proflle of 'noir' .ut.er Jues Ellroy and furt.her interviews wit.h
Sue Grafton and Dick Francis, Oavid Langford provides salt unples
of how even t.he lOSt. ingenious criat writers can COle up with
howlers, and Kin Newlan writ.es about Brit.ish gngster fillS.

Other t.raditions are not forgot.ten; Brian St.ableford writu about.
the overblown but. once iuensely popular novels of l'Iarie Corelli,
and Andrew Lane gives an interest.ing view on "Sequels By Ot.her
Hands' - current.ly a controversial t.opic wit.hin t.he SF field, but.
one which, it is clur, is widespread out.side it. There are also
art.icles on the graphic novel and t.he ubiquit.ous "Turtles" (who
have shot. no less t.han 14 books int.o the t.op 100 'fnt.sellers· of
1990, but lore on that In the next PI).

"ILLlON is available (£12 for six issues) froN Popular Fict.ions,
124 Osborne Road, Brighton BNl 6LU, UK, Furt.her issues should
contain profiles of George l'IacOonald Fruer, Judit.h Krantz, Kurt
Vonnegut Ind P,C, Wren (among ot.hers) , It.' 5 a we ICOte Ind
worthwhile venture; please give it your support,

A FRENCH PERSPECTIVE

by Hervf! Hauc:k

Your gut&t. editorial by Ken Lake in PI86 was I slight shock t.o me,
because it. seens thlt sou of his ref lect.ions on the current state
of English publishing and English iaporis of US nat.erial applies
exact.ly to what. is now happening in France, Let. me show you how:

First. of all is t.he cue of the French publishing policy in
the SF (and Flntasy: I'a not I racist> field, Nowadays, about
twelve t.o fifteen SF books are published each month, They divide
t.hus: five low-level (although the general qualit.y is studl1y
improving) Franch novels prinarily sold on railway bookstllls which
seem to le siailar t.o your Ventllre series; six or seven paperbacks
with hllf reprints and a ftw French.en; and one t.rade paperback
which is nearly Ilways I US or UK text, So you see thlt. there is
not .uch in t.he way of SF, But this sheer low numb!r is not t.he
probln, There is also t.he price: sone plperblcks cost. about £5
and are soattiats split. in two for the French edit.ion (e,g,
LAVONDYSS, Or ISLANOS IN THE NET which cost about. £11) and t.he
trade paperback costs about. £13 for a book without. Iny particular
cover,without. I jacket and not IS solid as your hardcovers
although they are at the same level of price,

As we have sonething close to your Net Book Agreuent. it's
perhaps the reason for these quite high prices in our count.ries,
You can also question t.he choice of the French nanaging publishers
especially when you see t.hat. soae recent Hugos and Nebula winners
are st.ill not t.ranslated (and probably never will be) but. thlt we
can hive the delight of rUding in French such illll1\ortal books n
BREAKING STRAIN, THE THIRD EAGLE, or THE SON OF SPOCK (and we even
have some OragonJan(e novels - but are t.hey really novels?),



ThR lut annoying thing i! thR ti~e-lag betwun the English
and French RdHion of on. of thlSe rarR books, In fact, here w.
neRd to .a i t about a Yllr (!oi1tt i~1I ~orR) af \lr thR US or UK
papRrblck to be allowed to rlld H, Thlt'! why thRrR i! a growirg
nuMbRr of FrRnch fans who try to rlld dirRctly in Engli!h,

And H's It this shg. that they'rt facing the problem of
finding US or UK books in FrancR, A fR. fach hRrl:

- As in thl UK th. cost of poshg. allost prohibits the buying
of books directly fro. th. US, I can also untion th. difficulty of
paying by Giro transflr (not Illo.Rd) or postll ordRr (long),

- Thl only English bookshops which havI a significant ..ount
of SF (I ...n SF othRr than a fn AlilOV, Bradbury and Tolkiln) Ir.
all locatld in Paris, For IXI.pll in "ar..ill., thl second town in
FrancR therR is not RVln a standlrd English bookshop,

-' Thlrl is onR Fr.nch bookshop whi ch 1.11s sOle US or UK book I

by lIi1, and ih clhlogu. is not v.ry big Ind the own.r (F,
Valery, I w.ll-known Fr.nch wrH.r and fan) flCII thR SIN' probltl
of supplies as thR Engl ish onll,

- Wh.n you can find thtl, thR books art 1110 very RxpRnsiv.:
in WH S.ith in Paris, INHERIT THE STARS (Grafton) priced £2,99 is

Closer

Encounters

Stanisla. Lma - - RBTUU PllOK TO STAllS (I£andarin,
1990. 247pp, t4,99)

- - HIS IlASTRR'S VOICB Olandarin, 1990, 199pp.
t4.99)

- - TO CRAII OF CHA.JCB (J(andarin, 1990. l79pp.
t4.99)

- - TALBS OF PI:iX THB PILOT (J(andarin, 1990. 206pp.
t4.99)

(Reviewed by Norman Beswick)

By any count, Lem is one of a small bandful of truly
outstanding SF writers: clever, committed, deeply
sceptical, linguistically brilliant, highly individual 
the adjectives pile up and if we're not careful we shall
trip over them as we stumble towards him. Writing as a
scientist in Poland meant interacting with the prevalent
J(arxism; a passionate aversion to closed systems is
endemic throughout his work. But this means any closed
systeDs, and as he wrestles with dilemmas of society and
modern science be insists on the impossibility of
'solutions' thenselves; as in SOLARIS where tbe study of
Solaristics proliferates in a comically bewildering
variety of competing sub-disciplines that reach no
resolution whatsoever, and where the main cbaracter
eventually glimpses the idea of an imperfect God,

Yes, yes, yes, you cry, we know some of that already,
wbat about these four books? Shall we enjoy them?

I began with RETlIRlJ FROJ( fHE STARS (copyrigbt 1961)
and found it tbe DOSt straightforward and accessible,
Astronaut Hal Bregg returns from a ten-year expedition
to tbe stars; one hundred and twenty seven years have
passed on Earth and he finds it beWilderingly different.
There's a marvellous episode where be gets wildly lost
among gadgets and language and transport systems and
changed custODS. Eventually he meets up with a fellow
astronaut, probes the reality of the soft, denatured
society tbey are in, falls disastrously in love, finds a
new role, and CODes awkwardly to terms with his
predicament: it all makes a satisfying, gutsy read.

TALES OF PIRX THE PILOT (first collected together in
1964) starts as early satirical Lem, and for me the
humour of an accident-prone cadet piloting a spacecraft
in a tricky manoeuvre while trying to swat a fly has
limited appeaL The tales improve somewhat; Pine as
fallible man has his point to make (genre SF was not
exactly riddled with quirky characters at the time) and
the last tale, of the 'ghostly' tappings in an old, once
wrecked spacecraft with a broken-down old robot called
Terminus, has an oddly down-played poignancy,
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lold It £5, and a US book at uy U is at around £4,50, This
conparll badly with the Netherlands where I WII for Confiction,
when you see that I bought HYPERION in Sanhl Spectra for 11
GuildRrs (about £3,30), So selling English .dHions in Frlnce il
quit. a lucrative businus,

The only easy way lRH for thR non-Parisians to buy such itlls
is to use BrHish lIil-ordRr firu like Fanh!t or Androuda (I use
thR laHRr and I'n quitR sltisfi.d with H),

urn

{B,lor, luring this topic, IItr,'s SO" infor"tion pused 111 pt by
JAItES OOELL ,fllr K,n L,k, '. origin,l uticl, (I'! 86), J,us noled
,n ,drtrl in THE ECONO"IST frOll , "rrill n,Hd Book C,II, tlhicll
cl,i,. 10 b, ,bl, 10 supply "Any liS tit/, in prinl , , , b,slsel;'"
or lIud-/o-find', Add"•• is 59 £1, ~'Ir,,/, Ne. C,nun, cr, II~"A,

0&8/0 (T,l, 1-20J-9&&-5/10))

HIS I£ASTER'S VOICE (copyright 1968) is more ambitious,
and the tedious first pages nearly lost me; don't let
them lose you, The prosings of Professor Peter Hogarth
can be a trial but it's worth the labour. A recording of
the background emission of neutrino radiation from outer
space seems to be sOme kind of message; a huge and
secret project is established to resolve it. The
scientists brilliantly analyse their conceptual problems
(to understand a message one must be able to enVisage
something about the sender) and various teams make
intriguingly partial breakthrougbs. But tbis is a Lem
novel; you know they'll quarrel, you know they'll each
have tbeir own cleverly analysed stances and insights,
and you know they'll never get The Answer, lihat's
compelling is that Lem never seems to suggest giVing up;
he's just as upset about the dileDma as we are, just as
committed to the scientific endeavour and to humanity
itself, with all its flaws and limitations,
Finally, THE CHAIN OF CHANCE (copyright 1975), a
scientific detective story with a retired astronaut as
the private eye, Clever, well conceived and written, full
of action, this quite beartleSs book argues its way along
towards a solution that either makes you cackle with
amazed joy or throw the book at the wall, I bave to
confess I missed.

C.S, Le.is - - TBB CDSKIC TIlOLOGT (Orbit, 1990, 753pp,
t5,99)

<Reviewed by K.V. Bailey)

THE COSI£IC TRILOGY is a grandiose but appropriate omni
title under which to group OlIT OF THE SILENT PLANET
(1938), PERELAIiDRA (1943) and THAT HIDEOUS STRENGTH
(1945); for lewis wrote, "if you have a religion it must
be cosmic"; and, altbough he said that those looking for
his religious views sbould read his theological essays
and not his fiction, these novels have at their heart a
Christian/quasi-Zoroastrian (?) concept of an eVilly
"occupied" world alienated froD a diversely harmonious
cosmic "heaven".

The "silent planet" of the opening novel is
Thulcandra (Earth), Virtually in quarantine, from which
Veston, the "Imperialist" would-be exploiter of
I£alacandra (J(ars) breaks out - only to be sent back by
the J(alacandrian Oyarsa (= tutela.ry spirit), while the
right-minded Ransom, spritually and ecologically re
educated during tbe course of his Martian adventures, is
given safe-conduct home as a newly enlisted ally of the
powers of light.

Vhen Ransom is next encountered on Perelandra
(Venus), he bas been brought there by the angel-like
eldila to be antagonist to the Evil (or "Bent") One, who
now, as the Un-man, possesses the body of Weston.
Ransom triumphs to preserve an unfallen planetary Eden,
PERELAHDRA climaxes in Ransom's participatory vision of
the "Great Dance" of light, matter and consciousness, in
wbich "Plans without number interlock and each movenent
becoDes in its season the breaking into flower of the
whole design". Lewis is here recollective of past cosmic
concepts and prescient of future ones, hierarchical and
holistic, where each part mirrors the whole of which it
is a part, as do themes and variations within a
symphony,



Returned to earth in THAT HIDEOUS STRENGTH, a
Charles Williamsesque "Xatter of Britain" fantasy, Ransom
is the eternal Pendragon of Logres. fhere is a barely
acceptable measure of didacticism in the novel's mixture
of realism (dystopian I:lnd positivistic bureaucracy> and
allegory (a "Tower of Babel' overthrown), but the descent
of the planetary gods, breaking through the telluric
cordon sanitdire, is perhaps the best fragment of poetic
drama in the entire trilogy. Evil is frustrated in each
novel, though at a price. Their respective moods are of
pastoral, idyll, and apocalypse. Cumulatively, they
stimulate thought and the imagination. They are, above

all, to be enjoyed as the work of a consuJllDate
storyteller.

Guy Gavriel Jray - - TrGUI. (Penguin, 1990, 688pp, t7.99)

(Reviewed by Alan Fraser)

Guy Kay has impressed many with his trilogy The
FionlJvlJr TlJpestry, and now follows it up with a massive
epic complete in one volume. Penguin are giving the
book a real push, even advertising it on bus-shelters, so
they must be expecting it to sell well, including to
people who don't normally read fantasy. ]l(y view is that
the hype is justified this time, and TIGAIJA deserves to
be a bestseller.

TIGAfiA was written partly in Tuscany, and inspired
particularly by Carlo Ginzberg's I BEIl'AIfDAlITI ("Night
Battles"). I do not know this particular book, but would
be surprised if it were not about, or had as a
background, the liberation and unification of Italy in
the 19th Century. TIGAJA is set on a peninsula, pointing
north instead of south, and (although called the Palm),
shaped like a hand instead of a foot. At the start of
the book the Palm is fragmented into separate provinces,
most of it being occupied by the forces of two opposing
Great Powers, just as Italy was divided into squabbling
states, and fought over by the Bourbons and the
Hapsburgs.

You can also make the same comparisons with a
certain famous book of fantasy as did Jessica Yates in
her review of Kay's THE DARKEST ROAD in PI80. TIGANA is
primarily the story of Alessan, whom we first meet
disguised as a journeyman musician, wandering round the
provinces of his occupied land. It is his destiny to
restore the realm of Tigana, claim his birthright as its
ruler, and to bring freedom and unity to the Palm. Who
does that remind you of?

AragoTll. = ElilafiAr
perhaps?

Having said that, we can leave the comparisons and
word games behind, because the book does not depend upon
them for its power. Just as Jessica found in Kay's
earlier book, he combines familiar fantasy elements and
historical parallels with original writing and strong
characterisation to creat a book that becomes extremely
compelling.

Kay starts the book with chapters devoted to
characters living under many circumstances in different
parts of the occupied peninsula, and draws their stories
together gradually, as the tale proceeds towards its
climax. Because he treats his characters hard, not
flinching from killing theD off if the story requires it,
we are in doubt as to the outcome until Virtually the

last page, which makes for exciting stuff. When the
story is concluded, we as readers know much more about
what has gone on than the surviving characters, which is
a matter of some poignancy.

As in the best fantasy, magic, though present here, is
both fallible and restrained, and Kay's wizard Erlein is
very different in character and motives from Gandalf.
The prime "villain", Brandin, King of Ygrath, is no
Sauron, either. He has good points as well as bad, and
commands the loyalty of some of the book's most noble
characters. We cannot take it for granted that Alessan,
who certainly has his flaws, will prevail.

I found TIGAJA absolutely gripping, driving my family
insane as I took advantage of every convenient (and
inconvemient) moment to read a bit more of the story
untiU'd reached the last page. I can write no more
emphatic recommendation than that. Save up your
pennies, and buy it!
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Phil1p K Dick - - SBCOID VARIETY (Grafton, 1990, 493pp,
t5.99)

(Reviewed by K.V. Bailey)

This second of five projected collections draws 27
stories from magazines of the period 1952-54. Written
though they were at speed, science-fictionally naive as a
few of them now seem, thematically repetitious as some
may appear to be, they are entirely and rewardingly
readable. Once started on one you are held through to
the (usually) open or (occasionally) cliched ending.
Perhaps it is wrong to say that any are repetitious:
rather there are themes and variations. A prevalent
theme presents the earth as a wilderness of ruin and
slag. Later science fiction, Dick's own includecl , may
have blunted that cold war-heightened image's impact a
little, but not his virtuoso short story treatment of it.
Both the title story and its sequel, 'Jon's World',
portray a devastated planet, but in each qualities of
human empathy and awareness persist: in the classic
'Second Variety' is found the urge to succour the young
and the injured - which, ironically, the humanly designed
and proliferating androids exploit: in 'Jon's World' a
wild talent, and later a human choice, realise the
possibility and implications of better or worse 
parallel universes.
'Jon's World' is one of two narratives employing time
travel. In 'Breakfast at TWilight', the suburban home
pays its involuntary traumatising visit to a war-violent
desolation lying ahead, investigating troops as
bewildered as the family. 1.1ternatively, some
metaphysical shift may be used to question the nature of
reality, the Viability of perception, the coherence of
identity. This is mythopoeically I humorously so in 'A
Present for Pat', the story of an intrusive, feuding,
alien god; disturbingly so in 'The frouble with Bubbles',
involVing planetary simulacra as playtbings; and
hauntingly so in 'The World She Wanted', a fantasy of
schizoid solipsism. 'Planet for Transients', which
contributed later to the novel DEUS IRAE, is, in effect,
the cry of the outsider, the excluded one. Certainly, as
Norman Spinrad says in his Introduction, the stories are
"windows... into the future, into the fully developed
vision of the mature master ... •

Robart Aicblan - - THE UISBTTLIiD DUST (Xandarin, 1990,
302pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

If I had to pick just one writer in the Horror or Dark
Fantasy field to stand for excellence it would be Robert
Aickman. Here, <compiled from earlier collections THE
WIlE-DARK SEA and SUB ROSA) eight stories show his
unerring ability to unhinge by means of a quiet hint, an
oblique suggestion. Aicklllan was the absolute master of
the kind of story which the reader finishes as puzzled
by the characters as to what exactly is going on, but
aware of a glimpse into a beyond which may not be
logical or rational anyway. Each story has the
disturbing il10gic of dream. Geography changes to suit
the whim of some peculiar fate in 'The Ifext Glade'. 'Bind
Your Hair' is in form, but form only, the story of the
observer who accidentally comes across pagan ritual in a
conventional English village. 'The Stains' is a love
story which never qUite explains just who the mysterious
"Hell' is: a few references to a vengeful father puts the
story on the lip of an abyss. The terror of the ending
is almost as great as that of 'The Cicerones', in which
the story ends just before we are told exactly what
happens to the protagonist. Perhaps it is just as well.

Aickman shares with M.R. James the ability to tell
brilliantly well a supernatural story based on the
'quiet desperation" of traditional English prose. (It's no
accident that many of his characters are middle-aged,
middle-class misfits who break through the veneer
between superficial normal1ty and nightmare.) But his
scope and storytelling ability is, I think, far wider
than the pure 'Jamesian ghost story'. Aickllan's stories
make much of what is classified under "horror' look
pretty silly, in fact, and his books should be on the
shelves of anyone interested in supernatural fiction.
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R E v I E w s

'Reviewed by John NewsingerJ

<Reviewed by Colin Bird)

Jouathlm Can'oll - - A CHIIJ) ACI/OSS TUB BD' <Legend,
1990, 268pp, t3.99J

Carroll tackles a cinellatic ladscape of iconic illagery
through the medium of a Dore traditional horror/thriller
narrative. Film director Weber enters the curious world
of his dead friend Philip Strayhorn whosends hill
videotape Dessages from beyond the grave. Weber begins
a quest to find the secret in one of his friend's seedy
horror films and along the way meets a pregnant
child/angel and watches his tattoo of a bird cOlle alive
and flyaway. Allongst a profusion of flashbacks and
stories within the narrative Carroll jettisons the horror
element for ruminative lIetaphysics.

The book starts prollisingly but a welter of ideas
and heavily laboured symbolisll compete with needlessly
parenthetic episodes to frustrating effect. The author's
coy artifice may appeal to SOlle readers and at the heart
of the story is an ambitious dark fantasy but
multilayered books like this suffer badly frOll glillpses
of the banal. In A CHILD ACROSS THE SKY Weber is

BRK&J[IIG STRAII <Pan, 1990, 265pp,

rt is Stardate 6987.31 and Captain James r. lUrk and
crew of the Enterprise prepare to return to Earth-Orbit
Spacedock, after their five-year mission nears its final
cOllpletion. Kirk finds himself being pressured to give
up starship cOllmand and accept prOllotion to Admiral,
lIuch to his vehement objection and disgust ...Spock
decides to resign his position as science officer
against Kirk's recollllendation that he accept a captaincy
on the ship GrisS01l, and becOlles a postUlant in
Kolinhar, on Vulcan ... "Bones· JleGoy relishes the chance
to get out froll under Star-Fleet's eyes for a change and
to go places, and discovers to his chagrin that his
actions could (and do!> lead to an interstellar
bloodbath ...

THE LOST YEARS is a brave attempt to tie up the
loose ends from where the "five-year mission" finishes
to where the crew get together again in STAR TREK: THE
KOTIOll PICTURE. While it goes a long way to
accomllodate this, it does leave open a lot of unexplored
territory for further exploits of our intrepid trio.

<Reviewed by Chr1s C. Bailey)

JeaJlDe JI. Dlllard -- STAB T.RBX: TUB UET YEARS <Pan,
1990. 307ppJ

<Reviewed by Lynne Bispham)

This is the first of six Venus Prille novels and is based
on Arthur C. Clarke's novella 'Breaking Strain' (1948).
Here the heroine escapes froll the shadowy organisation
which has enhanced her Dental powers and htted her
body with concealed cyborg-type equipment, and hires
herself as an investigator for the Space Board. The
events of a spacecraft a=ident, and her investigations,
form the bulk of the novel. The extent of the heroine's
Dental and sensory powers, and the ease with which she
hacks into complex computer networks, are rather
unbelievable.

Once in space the story assumes the form of a hard
SF thriller with much description of fairly plausible
hardware. Before that, it has episodes of the paranoid
secret agency thriller and a bit of shopping-and
fucking. On this sort of level it works efficiently
enough; the plotting is skilful but the writing lacks any
real flair. Despite Clarke's endorseJlent, it's distinctly
inferior to his own work.

<Reviewed by Geoff Cowie)

totally unconvincing as an award-Winning film maker;
references to his "lIasterpieces" are just about the only
insight into his character.

Your appreciation' of this novel will depend largely
on your reaction to Carroll's other books. He has a
remarkable talent for sneaking fantastical elellents into
the flow of the story and creates a surreal mood
throughout. The climax does go SOlle way to clarifying
sOlle loose ends but Carroll can't resist a final
meditation on the perpetual nature of evil. An
unclassifiable book, in many ways, but the bookshops are
full to the brim with them these days. Carroll writes
with no regard for genre boundaries and you have to have
a strong voice to succeed at that - so far he seems to
be getting away with it.

Paul Preu66 
.t3.99)

Jane PalJaer - - KOVIIG mJSBVAI ("OIIen's Press, 1990,
150pp, t4.95)

Anyone who has not read Jane Palmar's fisr book, THE
PLAJfBT DWELLER, is likely to find the plot of its sequel,

A BIDDS. PLACIl
(Orbit, 1990, 212pp, t3.50J

OIlORT 1/ IRB
(Orbit. 1990, 219pp, £3.50J

Robert Char les I/llson

801:h 01 these novels were completely unknown quantities
'IS Robert "'Uson was a writer I had never come across
oetore. Atter reading them I was leIt wondering why we
had to wait three or four years ior such an accomplished
American writer to be published in this country, and how
many other authors have yet to swim the Atlantic.

The hrst novel, A HIDDEN PLACE, is a marvellous
story at small-town America in the grip oi the
DepreSSIon. "'ilson superbly evokes a sour, crippled land
where violence is just beneath the surface, a land
wi thout sol idarity or compassion and where people are
eaten up by their own inadequacies and frustrations.

Two young outsiders, Travis Fisher and Nancy
't'ilcox. iind themselves put to the test, charged with the
protection of an alien changeling until it can return to
its own universe.

"'ilson is a powerful atmospheric writer, skiliully
portraying the human predicament: "You start out, Creath
thought. you are in a river in full flood. but life meets
you with its dams and dead la lIs and all its interminable
arid places. You lose speed, depth, urgency, desire. You
become a trickle in a desert." Great stuii!

MEKORY '" IRE IS even better. It's main character.
Raymond Keller, is a recording angel. a human camera
emotionlessly recording everything that passes beIore
his eyes. He accompanies an old Iriend and a woman
arttst, Teresa, on a smuggling trip into BraZIl. They
are to acquire a dreamstone. a Iragment Irom a huge
cache 01 alien artetacts that is being mined up the
amazon. These artefacts are also being hunted down by
an obsessl'Je US intelligence agent, Stephen Oberg, a man
whose hands are red with blood.

Instead 01 1930s America, "'ilson afters a vision oi
BraZil as Hell. as a Third "arid toxic wasteland
oppressed and exploited by its North American neighbour.
IIh11e es·=aping Oberg, Keller and the others begin to
recover their humanity, to become more fully human.

Both these beautlIully written melancholy tales are
concerned with small-scale redemption. No worlds are
saved. no tyrannies overthrown. Instead ,*,l1son shows
convincing characters continuing to survive with decency
In a hostl1e world. Both books are highly recommended.
"'llson is an author to look out Ior.
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(Reviewed by Ken Lake)

(Reviewed by lan Sales)

(Reviewed by Graham Andrews)

Jack Vill1aason IAZEVAY
(Mandarin, 1990, 290pp, £3.99)

hunchback, flllls for his
- cosmic political intrigue,

In the final 150 pages, the
neat plot twists IInd turns,
moments but this never

interest Vorkosigan, 11
beautiful female bodyguard
and mucb thud and blunder.
action bots up, with some
and some genUinely witty
redeems 11 limp first hlllf.

Lois McMaster Bujold has won the I'ebub IIward (for
her lllst book, FALLING FREE) and after rellding good
reviews of THE WARRIOR'S APPREI'TICE, I was looking
forward to reading this book. I WIIS sadly disappointed.

Had this been written in the forties, its title would
have been what is now that of chapter 6: The \lay at
Earth. In the seventies, it would have had the chapter 1
title: The Game of Blade and Stone. Neither would have
given you less idell of the plot, the IImbiance, the
characters or the book's possible appelll than the
current title of XAZEWAY, and I'm getting very tired of
snappy one-word labels on SF books,

If you wllnt some idea of whether the book is likely
to appeal to you, the IInswer lies in the author's name.
Williamson has been turning (no, not -churning") out
novels IInd stories since 1928. Some, like 'With Folded
hands".' and '".And Searching Kind', show genius; the
STARCHILD novels are imllginitive IInd innovative. but
much of his work tends toward the juvenile.

The present book would have mllde an excellent
novella; its plot is far too stretched here, dealing as
it does with the old struggle between .....arlike.. mankind
and "peaceable" aliens who insist thllt representatives ot
our and other races should compete in an "arena"
situation to prove their people's fitness to join the
"elderen" civilislltion. The characters tend to be
created to express IIttitudes, their activities merely
reflect plot requirements, and you can if you wish sail
through this on fast-forwllrd. or take 11 leisurely stroll
with the brain switched to neutrlll.

Summllry: A pot-boiler. Can do a lot better.

Piers ADthony TOTAL RBCALL
(Legend, 1990, 224pp, £3.99)

Free! Saberhagen TBll ULTIJIATE EnIY
(Gollancz, 1990, 242pp, £3.99)

This is a book of short stories from the early
Seventies, plus a recently tacked on silly voice-over.
masquerading as a new novel. All the stories are based
around Saberhagen's most well-known crelltion, the Life
hating Berserkers.

This is real formula stuff. Each story goes as
follows: 1) Introduce situation; 2> Introduce main
character(s); 3> Introduce puzzle (usulllly a Life or
Death one), 4) Character(s) solve puzzle. And. of course,
the Berserkers are always duped. It seems they can't
match good ole Xankind when it comes to fussin' and
fightin' - after all, Man is the rootinest, tootinest.
horneriest critter in the Universe. Even the back blurb
says so: ·of all the starfaring races, only Man has
retained the instincts of battle" - even if Man is the
only starfaring rllce in tbe book. Only one story, 'Some
Events At Tbe Templar Radillnt', bucks the formula and,
funnily enough, proves to be the best one in the
collection - even if it is all tied up 11 bit too neatly.
Best avoided.

'In the beginning, the world WIIS without form and void.'
Then along came Philip K. Dick and all that seemed like
the good old days. Dick spent most of his writing life
trying to un-create the world, or in trying to prove
that it had never been created in the first place.
Meanwhile, back at the review... in April 1966 F&SF

Joseph Clmpbell with Bill .oyers - - THE POVEIl OF IYTB
<Doubleday, 1989, 233pp, £12.95)

Although the book ...as published over a year ago,
Doubleday are bringing attention to it once again after
the recent TV series (on ...hich it ...as based) was shown
on BBC2. Campbell, who died in 1987, ...as the author of
such classic studies of mythology as THE HERO WITH A
THOUSAJlD FACES and THE XASKS OF GOD. This book - a
profusely iBustrated glossy production ...hich shows
Campbell in converSlltion with journalist Bill Xoyers 
is full of the inevitable references to Campbell's
previous work and may stand as an introduction to it.
lot the least interesting aspect of it is the frequent
citation of George Lucas's STAR VARS as an aspect of the
"Bew Xyth· which we need in an era when the ossified
Judeo-Christian- Islamic-Communist myths have been shO>fn
to have failed.

Cynics may point to Campbell's running refrain of
"follo... your own bliss· as yet another example of
anotber ossified tradition, for THE POWER OF XYTH may
well be found in large quantities on the coffee-tables of
people who play New Age music on their CDs. certainly
the argument could have benefited from some good old
fashioned philistine poking at the contradictions
between Campbell's rejection of "Xarxist sociology and
behaviouristic psychology· and the determinism of th"
myth-patterns which apparently govern our psyches. But
ther" are some powerful and beautiful insights in the
way Campbell assembles myths from disparate cultures as
aspects of the human need to make sense of and respond
to existenc". The scholarsbip and s"nse of awe brought
to the subject are impressive. And the colour plates
between pp 108 - 9 are IIstonishing.

Occasionally 11 book comes along which combines wooden
prose, lellden pacing and settings so unrealised in the
author's mind thllt no IIttempt is even mllde to relay
10cII1 colour to the hapless reader. Sometimes these
disadvantages are overcome by IIn innovative story line or
by psychologiclIl interest: ...e have all read books which
are badly-written IInd slow, mllde readable by novelty of
subject and genuine human insight. Sadly, BROTHERS IN
ARMS combines 1111 the former weaknesses with none of
the latter strengtbs. Tbe book hlls 11 certain flaccid
quality reminiscent of bad SF circa 1950.

Miles Vorkosigan (first encountered in THE
WARRIOR'S APPRENTICE) in bis disguise as Admiral Miles
Naismith, Commander-in-Chief of tbe Denderii Free
Xercenary Fleet, is wanted dead by tbe Cetagandan
Empire. Tbe action takes place in 24th Century London.
though it might as well be anywhere. Tbere is love

Lois IIc.aster Bujo1d BROTBllRS II ARlIS
(Headline. 1990, 338pp, £4.50)

(Reviewed by Eric Brown)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer

XOVIlITG XOOSEVAJr, sone...hat confusing', but this hardly
matters as most of the characters in this light-hearted
comic novel are in a permanent state of confusion.

Our heroine Diana, having survived the menopause and
saved the Earth in the previous novel, nO>f has to deal
with Kulp, a particularly obnoxious alien, and an army of
androids intent on planetary conquest. Xeanwhile,
Xoosevan, the Planet Dweller, an intelligent and amorous
entity currently living inside planet Earth, embarks upon
a programme of home improvements - such as moving the
British Isles to warmer climes. Fortunlltely for Diana,
help is at hllnd in the various forms IIssumed by two
intergalactic super-intelligences . . .

This is not a novel thllt demand to be taken at 1111
seriously, although it does provide a plellSllnt enough
light read. Jane Palmer has crellted some amillble qUirky
characters that the rellder simply cannot dislike, and
their incongruous IIdventures do succeed in rllising a
smile. Whllt the book lacks is the comic bite that
provokes a roar of lllughter, and the inclusion of several
minor characters from the previous novel in walk-on
parts only serves to further confuse the proceedings.
The reader of XOVIlfG XOOSEVAB could do 11 lot worse, but
could 1I1so do a lot better.



pUblished One of his better whose-mind-is-it-anyway?
short stories, 'We Can Remember It For You, 'iholesale'.

TOTAL RECALL ('lIow a major motion picture from
Columbia/Tristar', featuring Arnold Schwarzenegger -- the
thinking man's Dolph Lundgren) is based upon 'iCRIFY,1 -
more or less (but mostly less). For some reason, the
hero's name has been changed from Douglas Quail to
Douglas Quaid -- perhaps to invite semantic forepl~name

resonances with that otherwise staid (?) actor, Randy
Quald. <I haven't seen the film, but, judging from the
novel/-ization -- the Ambling Alp probably gets to flex
a lot more than his pectorals.)

It would be next-door-to-impossible for me to give
you a detailed synopsis of the plot, in the available
space, but boy-gets-Mars, boy-loses-Mars, boy-gets-Mars
is all you really need to know. The main thing I want
to get over is that the story IIIOVes, with a narrative
drive that never lets up for a paragraph. And it isn't
just thick-ear shenanigans there are enough wee
thinky bits to satisfy Philip K. Dick (' ... is Dead, Alas'l.

TOTAL RECALL: THE JOVEL is one of the best books
ever written by Piers Anthony and I'm not being
facetious, It doesn't read like the average
alandeanfoster/cralgshawgardner fill-in-the-blanks type
of 'novelization'. Anthony has obviously put some hard
thought into making the scientific background acceptable,
if not quite plausible (though Margaret Thatcher would
approve of the 'privatized atmosphere' wheeze), and his
wri ting style is much more succinct than usual. Snap
judgement: THIS IS A GOOD READ.

Chris Jlorgan <Bd,) DARIl: FAITASIllS
(Legend, 1990, 319pp, ;(3.99)

(Reviewed by Colin Bird)

Ilorgan sets out to bring us a collection of atmospheric
stories avoiding the graphiC excess which he finds in
too much of modern horror fiction. In his introduction,
"No Slime, Iio Chain-Saws", he gives bls det'inition of
dark fantasy as having its horror suggested rather than
spelt out. My only argument with this is that much of
the best horror mixes subtle chills with visceral
elements and its the blend that is important.

Ilhatever generic definitions we apply, the fact is
that many of these stories fail to reach a very high
standard. Too many of my favourite authors (including
Ramsay Campbell , Lisa Tuttle and Ian Ilatson) turn in
lacklustre performances. Christopher Evans' long
'lifelines' reads as it the writer has only just thought
ot the concept of time travel and it develops in such a
predictable way that it barely scrapes in as a slightly
greyish fantasy.

Not all the stories are misfires. Carry Kilworth '5

'Usurper' deals playfully with the battle between a man
and his shadow and the same vein of dark humour is
mined by the editor's own 'IntereSting Times'. John
Brunner tells a neat tale about a man's obsession with
an allegedly bottomless pit entitled 'Dropping Ghyll'.
Fine stories all but smiles are more often engendered
than prickly napes.

The handful of new names unfortunately offer the
weakest stories. One more 'dark fantasy' about the
horror of filling in forms and wandering around empty
DSS buildings and I'm heading out to the garage to Wipe
the slime off my cbainsaw!

JIike Resuicll: IVORY
<Legend, 1990, 374pp, £3.99)

'Reviewed by Terry Broome)

IVORY is a Iix-up of ten connected stories.
Entertaining, if on the whole slight and supert1cial, one
can see the influence of Frederik Pohl in these
predictable but engaging tales of inexperienced gamblers,
unscrupulous archaeologists, treacherous sons and
ruthless warlords, charming lady thieves. idiotic and
manipulative politicians, dedicated curators, foolish
hunters, megalomaniacal potentates beloved of Allah,
fragile artists and self-serving hypocrites.

There is also the story of the last Ilaasai, Bukoba
Ilandaka's search for the tusks of the Kilimanjaro
Elephant, which artificially acts to connect the other
stories and prOVides a direction and conclusion to the
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plot. Hiring Duncan Rojas, a researcher and foil, to
find them, we are presented with a series of age
spanning tales which ev~ntually shed light on the reason
tor the Ilaasai '5 determination to have the tusks in his
possession, The simple, space-operatic tone is offset by
the ineVitable, mystical eco-warning elements in the
Kenyan chapters. Mandaka's story and the story at the
Kilimanjaro Elephant itself. which also serve to guide
the direction and resolution of the plot. These chapters
raise IVORY abov~ its pulp roots, but it cannot hope to
totally escape them, .as the outdated sty le is not
completely at home with the more modern subject matter.

However, the weaknesses of the novel are minor, due
solely to the author's reach not quite matching his
ambition, and bearing in mind that IVORY is only
Resnick's fourth SF novel, it won't be long berore he
writes one to stun us all.

Terry Pratcllet1; - - GI1U1lSI GUAJIDSl (Corgi, 1990, 317pp,
L3,99)

(Reviewed by Andy Sawyer)

This time it's the chance for a few lines of their own
from those poor buggers who rush onstage at the
villain's call only to be cut down one at a time by the
hero. A naively well-meaning foundling brought up by
dwarves reaches a slight problem with cultural
assimilation when he reaches the height of six feet six.
He joins the Watch of Ankh-Jlorpork whose main duty is
to patrol the less dangerous streets and proclaim
"twelve o'clock and all's well" in tones quiet enough not
to disturb anyone. Captain of the 'iatch is Vimes, who in
the best tradition of hardboiled crime novels is a
drunken idealist whose ideals are put to the test when
he has to deal with something which is incinerating bits
of the city. It can't, of course, be a dragon, because
dragons have been extinct for hundreds of years,

The cunning plans of a secret society to restore to
Ankh-I{orpork a monarchy which has also been extinct for
hundreds of years turn out disastrously wrong - although
the king they does end up with has all the
characteristics of royalty as preViously described, so
no-one can say they were cheated, It's V1mes and his
shambol1c crew who clean up the mess - with the help of
the Librarian (naturally, this reviewer's favourite
character, and please tell us more about L-space!) and
Lady Rallkin, an aristocratic breeder of swamp dragons
(the small, smelly, un-extinct variety>. We're left with a
particularly bleak conversation between Vimes, the good
guy who will always be a loser in the Great Scheme of
Things, and the Patrician, for whom life is merely a
series of choices between various kinds of evil, and a
joke concerning foundlings and rightful kings for which
the reader has been waiting in horrified fascination for
about 300 pages.

SOlle have used this as evidence that ?ratchett is
getting more serious - in the same way that mallY great
comedians offer mournful views upon life, That's true:
but you have to laugh, don't you?

~. Y. Jeter FARBYBLL BORIZOITAL
(Grafton. 253pp, L3.50)

(Reviewed by Graham Andrews)

Cylinder -- Vertical -- Horizontal -- Dead Centres
Lineal Fairs 'lIy Axxter' <Our sort-of Hero; a
freelance 'graffex artist' who scrabbles about on
Vertical> -- Norton (D motorcycle (for riding along the
Vertical surface of Cylinder; what else?) -- 'gas angelS'

. (free-floating energy entities; or whatever) -- 'Lahft'
(Our Hero's 'guardian' angel> -- 'ghosts' (nothing to do
with Lady Cynthia Asquith) 'Guyer Gimble' (the
Cylinder bicycle; almost literally!> -- Ask " Receive
(data-bankers for hire) -- the Small I(oon (satellite in
a Clarke orbit above Cylinder) Wire Syndicate -
DeathPix -- Grievous Amalgam ('biker gang' that controls
the top of cylinder, and just about everything else) -
Havoc JIlass (rival bikers on Vertical who believe that
there is 'room at the top') 'Cripplemaker' (the
Geriatric General who leads the Havoc I{ass) etc.,
etc ..

The whole of FARE'iELL HORIZONTAL is like that -
one thing after another, with little (or no) time devoted
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to capsule explanations, let alone 'deep background'
material. I know that modern SF readers are supposed to
take future societies for granted, but -- in this case
- it's the rel>der who appears to have been taken for
granted. It'll take more than 'slings' and 'pithon lines'
to hold most readers' suspension of disbelief <pun
unintended -- honest!>. And I got fed up with the way
certain key characters bust their guts to help our sort
of Hero -- who is a Selfish Git, if not a Right Bastard.
However, I tended to enjoy the book while I was reading
it, which you can take as a left-handed tribute to
Jeter's headlong, hell-for-leather style.

REDEEMING FEATURE: I did like many individual
scenes, especially this one <from p. 77): "A cartoon
face, recognizably a man's, showed on the biofoil, its
broad neck terminated in a ragged collar and tie. The
face's big oval eyes grew larger, as if in astonishment;
a speech balloon appeared above, its tail tapering to the
flapping mouth... WILMA! YOU ... AND BARKEY?! WELL, I'LL
BE DIPPED!

RED WATER. CRIMSON DEATH is a collection of four
Batman strips from 1969-1970. All feature the work of
artist Neal Adams, and in fact this collection completes
Titan's series of Adams' Batman strips. This time round
sees the Batman teeming with Sgt. Rock <The Angel, the
Rock and the Cow1) , the Green Arrow (The Senator's Been
Shot), Deadman <You Can't Hide From a Dead Man) and the
supernatural <Red Water, Crimson Death) to battle various
villains. Ileal Adams is perhaps the best known of the
artists involved with the Batman, and in this volume he
is teamed up with Bob Haney and Denny O'lIeil and
together they confirm that the Batman is one of the best
heroes of our time.

Mick Farren - - THE LAST STAID OF THE DJA COWBOYS
<Orbit,1990, 283pp, L3.50)

<Reviewed by Benedict S. Cullum)

(Reviewed by Jon Wallace)

(Reviewed by JDhn Newsinger)

Clive Barker TAPPIIG THE VEIl, Book Three
(Titan, 1990, £4.50)

Robert A. Beinlein FARJUiR 11 THE SKY
<GDllancz, 1990, 224pp, L3.99)

Says the hero about two-thirds of the way through: "This
is turning into the most amazing shaggy dog story I
have ever heard." He refers to the robot-carpets and
slit-mouthed carrots actioning an interplanetary
conservation/seeding zoo-quest; but his comments could
equally describe the whole book. Actually, those bizarre
episodes, located in an alien-created under-sea ecosphere
to which Garol, the heroine, has been abducted, are the
novel's most entertaining. her naming goes well with the
several 'Wonderland" allusions and analogues.

A crippled spaceShip lands on a planet alien to it.
Poul Anderson used the ploy anciently in THE TROUBLE
TV ISTERS; Eric Brown recently in 'The Pharagean Effect';
and Blish combined seeding with crash-landing in
'Surface Tension'. In CRADLE, prOViding repair materials
for the seeder is mixed-in with a journalistic scoop, a
trasure hunt, and the cover-up of a misdirected test
Dissile. The chases, break-ins, military flaps etc. are
standard stuff, often caper-Wise over the top, sometimes
absurdly running into bathos - as in the purple-painted
Lolita-like affair between a guilt-ridden middle-aged
naval cODmander and a schoolgirl amateur actress. ("He
looked into her eyes and saw the flame of adolescent
passion .") Such prose is hard to take seriously, let
alone associate with Arthur C. Clarke; but vicarious
pleasures that readers may find in the novel could
include the hedonisD of its Mexican Gulf milieu, and
acquaintance with its intelligent whales (possibly due to
Hr. Clarke?l. The novel is paced by tits of hectic
action and sIDwed by extended flashbacks, designed
doubtless to give its characters SODe much-needed
psychological authenticity.

<Reviewed by K. V. BA ILEY)

Arthur C. ClArke & GeDtcy Lee - - CIiADl.B \Orbit, 1990,
373pp, L3.99)

If you could envisage Enid Blyton on acid collaborating
with, say, Roger Zelazny on his most "off" day im~ginable

you might just be able to conceive something of the
nature of this novel; jolly adventuring with a dash of
half-baked mysticism. Added to this there is an initial
tendency towards excessively descriptive passages which
fizzles out after the first few chapters as if the author
had run out of ideas.

The eponymous heroes - Billy Oblivion, Minstrel Boy
and Reave Xekontl> - are thrown together for one final
adventure. Theirs is a world of disparate city-states
separated by life destroying regions known as "nothings"
by those who survived this breakdown of reality.

Chapters are similarly divided by vapid utterances
from a portentous tract retrospectively written, we
learn, by one who has left the terminally disrupted
universe in favour of a "non-reversible discorporation to
a malleable afterlife"!!!

Is there any point in describing the linear "action"?
Too often, assuming he had any idea in the first place,
Farren SeeDS to have forgotten where he was gOing. One's
intelligence is frequently insulted when various
characters make allusions to 20th century referents
unintelligible to their companions but uniformly referred
to as "arcane cultural references". It's painful to read
the dialogue and I'm forced to observe that this is the
worst SF novel I can remember haVing come across.

BATIAI: RED.eal Ad_s. Bob Baney • !>enny O'.e11
VATER, CRIKSO. DEATB
(Titan, 1990. £5.95)

TAPPlliG THE VEIN 3 is the third comic book from Clive
Barker. There are two stories in it; the first, 'The
Midnight Meat Train', is illustrated by Denys Cowan and
Kichael Davis and the second, 'Scape-Goats', illustrated
by Bo Hampton. Both stories are crude and stylised,
with Cowan and Davis's illustrations being more in
keeping with the material than Hampton's. Barker's prose
is spare and stark, and this perhaps is the prDblem with
this bDok. Illustrated, and with little of Barker's
writing. the stories become defused, just ideas with
pictures, not really any different to the sort of thing
that used to be in UNCANNY TALES and comics of that
kind. These just aren't as creepy or shocking as
Barker's written work.

An all-American family decide tD emulate the FDunding
Fathers and becDme cDIDnists, settling and farming a new
frDntier. The difference is that their .IlayflDwer is a
spaceShip and their New WDrld is Ganymede, one of
Jupiter's moons.

The story is told by Bill, a decent if somewhat
unimaginative lad who recounts their trials and
tribulations with a complete absence of literary flair.
He tells Df the heart-searching befDre the journey, the
actual spacenight, the hardships experienced Dn arrival,
the difficulty of carving a farm out of barren rock, Df a
great catastrophe and a marvellous discovery.

What we have here is really nDthing mDre than THE
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE IN SPACE, a painful juvenile
story of down-tD-earth American folks making their way
in the world by sheer grit, determination, hard work,
common sense and neighbDurliness. It is a rewDrking of
the fDundation myth Df the United States, SUitably
cleaned up and withDut complicating factors like the
extermination of the Indians or the introduction of
black slavery. What it does have is the presence Dl BDy
Scouts as the embodiment of Americanism.

Heinlein attempts to give young Bill some
psychological depth by showing his difficulty in coming
to terms with his father's remarriage after his mDther's
death. but the attempt miscarries. In one appalling
scene, the troubled Bill hears his dead mother telling
him to 'stand tl>ll '!

Why Gollancz chose tD republish this dross is
anyone's guess. The book has a certain sociological
value as evidence of American values at the end of the
Eisenhower period, but as literature all it demonstrates
is that science fiction can be as unimaginative as any
other literary genre.



Jack VlUlce - - SBOVlIOAT WORLD (Gollancz, 1990, 171pp,
t3.50)

(Reviewed by Benedict S. Cullum)

"Big Planet lies beyond the frontier of terrestrial law,
and has been settled by .... non-conformists, anarchists,
fugitives, religious dissidents, misanthropes, deviants,
freaks."

Captain Apollon Zamp sails his showboat past
assorted village communities made up of - and with an
acting company-cum-crew composed of the types
detailed above. It might be his own likeable roguish
character acting in tandem with the big boats, but one
is put in mind of an idealistic Elizabethan age despite
the odd science-fictional trimming.

Zamp's main travelling companions, the mysterious
Damsel Blanche-Aster Wittendore 8nd Theodorus Gassoon 
the pompous windbag that his name suggests - have their
own reasons for making the journey, precipitated by a
command performance before the Court at Mornune. ZI!lDp's
primary interest is the chance of winning the lucr8tive
prize for best show but his worldliness stands him in
very good stead in the face of numerous hazards.

As hl!lS been said about journeys generally, the
travelling W8S better than the arriving: the novel's
denoument is somewhat perfunctory. However, this book
made me ~ with its mannered style and Witty
observations. It showed me a side of Vance that I'd not
before witnessed and I'd recolDDend it to anyone who
doesn't mind chuckling out loud on the bus and would
appreciate a change from hi-tech action.

Paul Preuss - - STARFIllE (Orbit, 1990, 306pp, t3.50)

(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

I first read the prologue to STARFIRE when it was
published in INTERZOJlE some time ago, without being that
inspired to seek out and read the book. Straightforward
space adventure is, after all, pretty old hat. Preuss
himself compares the story to DESTINATION MOON, and the
plot is just that. Travis, astronaut hero (or reckless
prat) and petro-geologist, uses his f8me 8nd his senator
uncle's influence to bully his way on to an experiment8l
spacecraft's flyp8st a newly discovered asteroid. Things
go wrong, as they do, and more opportunities for heroics
present themselves.

Scientific explanation and theorising are the
mainstays of the book, which is full of highly technical
bits with diagrams all bemusing to the non
scientifically tr8ined (me). Preuss is also interested
in the politics of the sp8ce progralDDe; both the
internal politics of IJASA and the wider political scene.
He also takes care to make his characters rather more
than cardboard cut-outs: I'm not sure that I like Travis,
with his macho cowboy gold-medallionary, but at least
his character is real enough to respond to.

John BnmneT - - CHILDIlBI OF TIlE THUIDKR \Orbit, 1990,
390pp, t3 .99)

(Reviewed by Steven Tew)

The setting for CHILDREI OF THE THUNDER is a world of
the near future which seems not to different from the
world of the present: ecological disaster and
increasingly right-Wing British government ever more
Willing to curb the rights of the individUl!ll in favour of
the dominance of the establishment, using the ever-more
effective tools of intolerance and military might. Peter
Levin, a scientific journalist with radical tendencies,
and Claudia MOrris, an American sociologist, investigate
various reports of children who have frightening powers
over adults. It turns out that they have one thing in
common - their mothers conceived them as a result of
involvement in an artificial insemination project at a
top London clinic.

What we have here instantly reminded me of THE
JUDWICH CUCKOOS, an essentially British near-future
scientific horror story, but Brunner's grim vision of the
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future has none of Wyndham's cosy domesticity. The
Britain in which Levin lives, with the environment
damaged, overcrowding, unemployment, and racial attacks
even in provincial towns, is a frightening place in
which to live. The world is in a mess, and the fascist
elements of British and world politics are seizing their
chance to take control by harnessing the fears and
hostilities of the masses. Brunner seeks to disturb us
with this vision, to make us ask, what can be done about
this - and how far should we go?

This is very much a pQlitical novel, but not a piece
of propaganda as such, though Brunner's views ragarding
nuclear weapons, racism, fascism etc. are clear - clear,
too, is the notion th8t something needs to be done about
these evils. What is not clear is, are we prepared to
accept the alternative offered by the New Race of Man
fore-run by these children?

DilUle DuaIle - - SPOCI:'S WORLD (Pan, 1990, 310pp, t3.99)

(Reviewed by Helen Mcfabb)

This is, as you might guess from the title, a STAR TREK
novel. That in itself will make some people buy it at
once and other people avoid it at all costs, so this
review should, I suppose, be directed at those in the
middle, who read SODe STAR TREK novels but don't qU81ify
as Trekkie completists.

The book has Vulcan staging a debate le8ding to a
referendum to decide whether or not to secede from the
Federation. Taking part in the debate are Kirk, Speck.
IlcCoy, Sarek with T'pau and others putting in
appearances as well. That storyline is quite well handled
(although I had trouble belieVing in a Vulcan-speaking
and nearly ominscient IlcCoy) with a fair degree of
tension and interest in the story 8nd some interesting
background and characteristics of Vulcan and Vulcans. In
addition to that alternate Chapters pluck out formative
incidents in Vulcan history from the prehistoric to
Sarek's meeting with Am8nda, which are quite nicely
thought through and 81so relev8nt to the main plot.

It is a very read8ble book, better than many Trekkie
stories, although it does fall a long way short of the
best of them. It is wortb. reading if you are a STAR TREK
fan, but not worth searching out if the doings of the
crew of the Enterprise hold little interest for you.

DeaD R. /{OODU - - SllATTBIlBD (Headline, 1990, 245pp,
t3.99); V'OICH OF TIIB IIGHT (Headline, 1990, 340pp,
t3.99); PJlAn'OIlS (Headline, 1990. 446pp, t4.50)

(Reviewed by !iD Steel>

Headline seems determined to re-issue Koontz's e'ntire
back catalogue, and SHATTERED, written in 1972, suggests
th8t the reasons for doing so are mainly commercial.

Alex Doyle is driving his future stepson, Colin, from
Phil8delphia to San Francisco. Colin is the kind of
smartass wimp kid that you'd love to see being chopped
to pieces by a mI!ld axe-Wielding maniac during the course
of the novel. Funnily enough, there is just such an axe
weilding mania~ follOWing them in a Chevrolet van.

In a,n attempt to cre8te an air of suspense, Koontz
slowly builds up Doyle and Colin's awareness of the
danger. Throw in some superfluous padding, and you have
the novel. There is probably a competent short story
hiding in there, but, as it stands, SHATTERED effectively
captures the boredom of long dist8nce travelling.

Up until, and during. the writing of VOICE OF THE
~IGHT, Koontz had only had SHATTERED published under the
pseudonym of K.R. Dwyer. As the earlier novel had been
quite a success, Koontz seems to have been unable to
resist the chance to tease his readers. Thus VOICE OF
THE NIGHT has another version of Colin turning up, this
one being in his early teens. However, this no...el is a
lot more rewarding - characters actually evolve, and the
plot is not a simple linear trip from A to B.

Colin is the new boy in town and, though shy and
awkward, is befriended by the All-Americn Roy. Only it
turns out that Roy is a severely disturbed individual.

THis is basically a novel about a boy's coming of
8ge. The book follows Colin as b.e discards Arthur C.
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(Reviewed by Jessica Yates)

(Reviewed by Helen McBabbJ

(Reviewed by John D. Owen)

David BddiJ186 - - SJRCIlRJlSS OF DARSIIIVA (Corgi, 1990,
396pp, t4.99)

r

DREUS OF 0000 AID llHl(Orbit, 1990,

Tad V111iADIs - - THB DiAGOll1011i CIlAIll (Legend, 1990,
930pp, £4.99)

Unable to wait for a year before reading Book Four of
Tbe Xalloreon in mass-market size, I decided to borrow
SORCERESS OF DARSHIVA from the library in hardback and
write my review months before you'll read it!

The questers have travelled as far east as they're
gOing, to the island of Melcene off the east coast of
Xallorea, wbere the wealthiest Xalloreans live (and Silk
maintains a sort of palace there, too). [he questers
discover why Zandramas went there, and find an
important clue about the Sardion, after interviewing the
senior member of the Faculty of Applied Alchemy. The
reference to the Grolim who used to give lectures in the
College of Comparative Theology is a bit of an in-joke
if you know what Grolims are like!

Our heroes and heroines find out more about the
prophecy concerning the lIew God of Angarak. If matter6
go ill, Garion's son will become a new Dark Lord, but if
matters go well, tbe New God will be ... ? Eddings is
obviously saving this one for the climax of the epic, but
his fans should already have guessed the Hew God's
identity. If you've got this far, you'll enjoy Book Four.
The characters continue their usual banter and there are
newtasks for Zakath and Durnick. No point starting here
if you haven 't read Books 1 - 3, of course.

Now here's an oddity: a derivative epic, draWing very
heaVily from Tolkien. here there be elves ("Sithi"),
dwarves ("Trolls", though very hobbi t-like), great wars
against a re-awakened eneny, frantic scurrying through
dangerous forests - High Fantasy as laid down by Big
JRR, in fact. THE DRAGONBONE CHAIR follows the formula
so closely, there is barely a moment in the book that
you cannot second-guess the story. And yet, Williams has
come up with a real page-turner, which fastens onto
readers and drags them through 900+ pages in an eye
twinkle. The story moves with increasing speed - that
which initially seemed slow quickens to a breakneck
pace, and is filled with the casual detailing that
qUickly sets a scene.

WilliaDs creates characters that hold the attention.
Simon, the hero, starts as a dreamy, scatter-brained boy
and grows tbrougbout the book without losing his

Tbe trouble with cyberpunk is that if you cone to it
uninitiated it is almost incomprehensible. What is a
metamatrix? Wbat is a meatmatrix? Tbis problem is
compounded in the particular case of tbis book because
it is a sequel (to DREAMS OF FIRE AID SAIDJ so the
characters and story of the first volume have to be
inferred fron the text as they are never explained.
However, if you've read a lot of cyberpunk then the iirst
problem is unimportant and if you've read volume one the
second doesn't matter. As someone who has done neither I
struggled with the first half of the book before piecing
together enough of the plot for it to nake sense, but
muvh of the cyberpunk jargon remained meaningless, so I
just skipped over it and concentrated on the story.

The story is basically the good(ish) guys versus the
bad guy - who is part god, part human and part of the
metamatrix (Arius by name). There's lots of ninja-sty le
violence, lots of clever machinery, a weirdo religious
sect the purpose of which never gets satisfactorily
explained over what is actually a fairly simple plot.
This is OK if you like this sort of book, but it seemed
to me to be lacking in originality and very much making
use of a bandwagon.

V.T. Quick 
302pp, L3.50)

Be warned! This is the funniest, most disturbing,
blackest comedy I have read since THE WASP FACTORY.
Like lain Banks, Daniel Evan Veiss knows just wbere the
limits of good taste are - two steps bebind bim. This
is the anthropomorphic fantasy that should put an end to
cute bunny rabbits and happy endings, tbis is the modern
biblical epic tale of a group of cockroaches suffering a
famine. Their host has a new girlfriend so be tidies
his kitchen, causing hardship and misery amongst the
roacbes. lumbers, their self-appointed leader, takes it
on himself to break up the happy couple and bring back
the former girlfriend, the one who used to throw food
when she got mad.

The biblical references come thick and fast, tbe
jokes are black and outrageous, and the ending is truly
apocalyptic, followed by a bad joke. Weiss bas written a
powerful satire of sexual mores that is allegedly
unpublisbable in his bome country, tbe USA. Tbe reasons
bebind tbis are reputedly suggestions of racism, wbich I
confess I couldn't see. What I did see i,; tbat It'eiss, in
his taking of sexual attitudes to a satiric extreme,
might just onCE or twice have missed his footing on the
finest line and slipped into sexism. Might. Tbese
tbings are notoriously difficult.

Read UNNATURAL SELECTION, laugh, frown, squirm and
flincb, then decide for yourself. One thing is sure,
you'll find tbat a burning desire to clean your 'k1 tchen
comes free with every copy.

Tbad ~umont was a "serious" writer, but sucb writers
never make a lot of money. So, to supplement his income,
Tbad wrote pulp fiction under the name, Gecrge Stark.

Eventually, Thad had had enough of fiction and
decided to give George a Christian burial; a publicity
stunt I believe King used when disposing of his own
pseudonym, Richard Bachman. The problem was, George did
not want to die. George was real. George was Thad's twin.
And George killed all those who conspired to kill him
off.

Tbe fact that seven in ten babies are conceived as
twin,;, that the ,;tronger foetus absorbs tbe weaker, is
explained when young Thad ha,; a fir in tbe street and
bas to be operated on. Wbat tbe surgeon found enbedded
in tbe boy6s brain were the remnant,; of the absorbed
twin. This phenomenon i,; not unknown in tbe real world,
but King has twisted fact to create an enjoyable tale
tbat (for those familiar witb the story of Richard
Bachman) has a ring of familiarity about it. This i,; tbe
first (King says) of a planned "Castle Rock trilogy", but
it is more obViously a second attempt to explore the
writer's nightmare; in which bis pseudonym demands a
life of its own.

Xore readable tban some of King's earlier books, THE
DARK HALF is worth twice its price.

(Reviewed by Xartin R. Webb)

Daniel Bvan Weiss - - UIJATURAL SBLBCTIOJ (Black Swan,
1990, 240pp, £4.95)

(Reviewed by Kev McVeigh)

Stepben UD8 - - THB DARK HALF (B.E.L., 1990, 468pp,
t4.99)

Clarke novels for girls and rsponsibili ty, and tbe final
couple of cbapters come on like a mutated rewrite of tbe
climax to REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE. Not a bad novel, if you
can bandle Koontz's journeyman prose.

PHANTOMS is a trip into Lovecraft territory. An
ancient, evil creature (responsible, it seems for
everytbing from tbe Xary Celeste to the extinction of
the dinosaurs) has taken over the small town of
Snowfield and destroyed tbe inhabitants. Two sisters
arrive tbe next day to find the place deserted except
for tbe odd corpse, and decide to hang around and pbone
for assistance. Help reacbes tbem several times
tbrougbout tbe novel - partially due to an escalation of
tbe perception of the danger, but mostly due to tbe bigb
bodycount. There are a few glitcbes - sucb as radios

tbat work underground - and tbe villains are flatter
tban a tbree day old pint, but, overall, PHANTOMS is a
ligbtweigbt piece of fun.



essential mawkishness, the sense of not knowing what is
going on but just being carried alanog by events. It
makes him much more hUllan than some great hero who,
with one bound, is free and settling scores with his
mighty sword, etc.

So, THE DRAGOIBOJIl CHAlR is very much an essential
read for fantasy fans - suffice to say I went straight
out and bought STOlE OF FAREWELL, and now frustratedly
await Volume 3.

C J Cherryh iUSALU
<Mandarin, 1990, 374pp. L6.99)

(Reviewed by Martyn Taylor)

C J Cherryh is a prolific and professional author.
Everything she writes is solidly constructed and, at
worst, competently written. These qualities are
insufficient, however, to rescue RU5ALKA.

To get one gripe off my chest immediately - this
appears a 'big' book for the price in the contemporary
vogue, but really only the print is big, and well-spaced
too. Bot a nice one, Mandarin.

Our two heroes - the social climbing Pyetr and the
stable boy with latent POWER Sasha - are on the run
from the consequences of Pyetr's casual and ill
considered lechery. Deep in the forest and deep in
Winter they are forced to take shelter with Master
Uulamets, who turns out to be a wizard. Uulamets has a
secret - his murdered daughter Eveshka is the eponymous

. Rusalka - that most feared of all spirits in the entire
Russian canon of evil things that go bump in the night.
The Rusalka proves surprisingly domesticated as the
quartet seek Uulamets' revenge on the lover who spurned.
his renegade apprentice Kavi Chernovog.

The ingredients are all present but I have to say
that the book reads like a first draft, written to fix
the story with the colour to be added later. As a
horror story it is less than terrifying. As a mystery
it lacks any suspense. At no time does Ms Cherryh
succeed in invoking the implacable hostility towards
humankind of the immeasurable Russian forest in Winter.
Worst of all, she did not involve me with any ot' her
characters. I didn't care if they lived, and rather
hoped they would die. I cannot recommend this book.

la Stanley iobinson BOCAPB FiOJ( IATHJlAIDU
\Unwin Hyman, 1990, 3l4pp, L3.99)

(Reviewed by Joseph Jicholas)

This is one of those books that presents itself as a
novel but turns out to be a collection of four novellas
about George Fergusson and George Fredericks, two US
climbers on permanent holiday in lepal who make a
living gUiding parties of trekkers around the Himalayas
but otherwise spend their time rescuing a yeti from some
zoologists, climbing Mount Everest by accident.
preventing a road being built through shangri-La and
helping to overthrow bureaucratic corruption in
Kathmandu itself.

This sounds fun, and the first two stories are
certainly the best, told with just the right air of
knowing tongue-in-cheek cleverness that makes you think
they could almost be true. \After all, Robinson has
lived in Nepal, and the ascent ot' Everest is far too
detailed to have been wholly invented ... ) But something
goes wrong in the third, when the narrative viewpoint
shifts from the first person of George Fergusson to the
first person of Geroge Fredericks. who is but a
cardboard facsimile of the first George and whose
previous experience, while necessary to get the first
George into the new situation, does not carry the plot.
Things drag, the cleverness palls, and when the
narrative viewpoint switches back again for the fourth
story the book's impetus and mood have been lost. In
consequence, one never really accepts the premise of an
extensive network of underground tunnels throughout
lepal built by the monks of Shangri-La over the
centuries; and thus the story seems more silly than
amusing.

I might add that real-world events have demolished
the fourth story's political sub-plot, in which King
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Birendra gives secret financial aid to the democrats
plotting against the bureaucracy; because the King, like
all absolute monarchs. repudiated compromise and hung
onto power to the end, and so is now likely to lose
everything rather than become the constitutional
sovereign Robinson imagines. But then gueSSing the
immediate future is always a risky business; after all.
who ever believed that Thatcher would go. until she did?

Christopher Hyde BGTPT GiRD
(Headline, 1990. 442pp, L4.50)

<Reviewed by Colin Bird)

This book belongs to a very popUlar sub-genre of the
thriller of which Tom Clancy is the most successful
practician. I'm talking about the near-future thriller
bristling with realistic military hardware and continent
spanning action. Unfortunately such books with their
meticulously researched political backgrounds date very
sWiftly. EGYPT GREEI suffers from a number of
credibility lapses which the author attempts to dispel
in a two page 'Can you prove it isn't true' afterword.

Firstly you have to accept the CIA and KGB
cooperating with each other in 1968. still hard to
accept in these post-glasnost times. The major world
powers come together to discuss global overpopulation
and hatch a plan to cull whole portions of mankind.
repopulating with genetically selected groups.
Attributing the governing methods of Pol Pot to the
western powers seems a trifle far-fetched if only
because the politicians would never agree to Wiping out
so many potential votes! The plan is stumbled upon.
years later, when exceptionally smart kids start being
kidnapped. They are taken to a remote Pacific island
where they are trapped in the eponymous underground
military complex.

The bulk of the book is an entertaining thriller
with the author slowly revealing his silly but well
worked out plot. He rounds off the book with another
lapse: the characters walk away from a plane crash with
their thermos flasks of bubonic plague intact.
Entertaining enough tosh.

John Gribbin FATBBR TO THE IAI
(Gollancz. 1990. 22lpp, L3.50)

<Reviewed by Joseph licholas)

This novel suffers from two main flaws: the info-dump.
in which the author tells the reader about the rest of
the world via long chunks of background factoids thrown
into the narrative; and characters who spend parts of
their conversations telling each other what they ought
to already know, again to help fill in the background
and keep the reader up to speed. It doesn't help, either.
that the prose style is sometimes cliched: characters
are always putting their feet up on their couches.
holding whisky glasses up to the light, thinking to
themselves that they feel either tired or old ...

It lOpes along smoothly enough, Gribbin's long
experience as a science journalist having taught him how
to engage and keep the reader's attention, but I wonder
if this experience might also have made him see things
in too black-and-white terms. Research scientists are
invariably the good guys, their bureaucratic superiors
invariably dissembling, their animal rights opponents
invariably hateful and malicious, and (of course) science
journalists invariably dedicated to nothing more than
the truth. This is rather a shame, because in these
days when we stand on the verge of being able to map 
and thus manipulate the human genome the novel's
central premise, the closeness of the genetic link
between man and chimpanzee. is perhaps more than just
the evolutionary puzzle Gribbin presents it as.

Half the eventual revelation can be seen coming
half the plot away, but it's interesting that despite the
pessimism of one of the central characters about the
evolutionary value of human intelligence - echoing Steven
Jay Gould - the epilogue suggests that Gribbin himself
sees it as an inevitable development. This is perhaps a
hopeful counterpoint to the thrust of his plot; but thus
slightly negates it.



SCHOLARS AND SOLDIERS - - - - - - - - - Nary Gentle
(Orbit, 1990, 192pp, £3.50)

(Reviewed by Edward James)

This Is subtitled "A Story Collection": three of the stories
are credited with being reprinted from ]saac Aslmov's SF
Magazine, three others are from different collections, and
three are uncredited and thus give the Impression of
being previously unpublished -- although at least one
of them ("The Tarot Dice") was In fact first published
also in Asimov's, In Mid-December 1989, so one does
wonder how accurate the Information Is. The two longest
stories, which are the two remaining un credited stories,
frame the whole book: "Beggars In Satin" and "The Knot
Garden". They are both set In the same pseudo
Renaissance world, with splendidly sinister Renaissance
magic, and with the ultra-competent Scholar-Soldier
Valentine as the heroine. Both are marvellous stories, and
If these are from the same world as her latest novel, Rats
and Gargoyles (as the blurb says), then I shall try to
read It as soon as possible (despite the somewhat crabby
comments of John Brunner In FoundatIon 60). Other hlgh
spots of the collection are "The Harvest of Wolves", a
nasty glimpse of post-post-Thatcher Britain; "The Crystal
Sunlight, the Bright Air", a story from Orthe, the Golden
Witch breed planet; and "The Pits Beneath the World", an
above average alien ecology puzzle story. Other stories I
found unnecessarily obscure, or simply uninteresting; but
five good stories out of nine Is far more than most
writers can manage In their first collection. Definitely
recommended.

David ViDgrove - - ClIUIG KUO:TBB J(IDDLB J:IIGOOJ( (JEL,
1990,'726pp, £3-99)

(Reviewed by Benedict S. Cullum)

Wingrove has postulated a world where Cbina becane the
dominant power and population pressures have resulted in
the construction of huge cities built from a Virtually
weigbtless material of immense strength. Society is
thereby stratified botb literally and metapborically.

!lot surprisingly tbere are tensions and divisions
and tbese are exacerbated when Wingrove's cbaracters
begin to tamper with the order of things to acbieve
their own ends: the Westerners want a greater say, the
hereditary Cbinese rulers want to maintain the status
quo, wbich might best be described as a benevolent
dictatorship. History has been re-written by the Chinese
in order to legitlllise their predominant position and
remove a source of discontent amongst the defeated
Westerners.

The plot is too large to be analysed fairly in such
a brief space, but one's interest is engaged in spite of
the knowledge that tbere are at least six more volumes
to follow. As with a "Dallas", for example, one is aware
that tbe groundwork is being laid for future twists,
surprises and double-crosses: so long as one's
incredulity is not stretched too far, the anticipation of
future developments is something to savour.

I would however point out that there are rather too
many mysteriOUS sons waiting to take over from their
fathers for my liking. A stronger criticisD would be of
Wingrove's depiction of a particularly sadistic assault
by one of the major protagoniSts, De Vore. The reader is
well aware of the man's character by this time and I
found tbe episode gratUitous, sickening and altogether
unnecessary.

That said, I'd recoDmend the work at this stage, and
hope that Wingrove can maintain tbe pace througbout the
entire series.

I
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Richard AustiD - - TBB GUARDI.lIS (Pan, 1990, 182pp,
t3-50): .lRJlAGBDOOI Rl1JI (Pan, 1990, 217pp, £3-50)

Respecti vely fiftb and sixtb in tbe "blistering new
series". Post-nuclear US patriots defending tbeir
President against various internal and external
subversive forces. Altbougb at times bumorous tbis is
less SF and more a mindless action adventure: if you
still treasure your Action J(an doll this may just appeal
to you ... (Bened1ct S. Cullum)

ear.m Carter, Peter David. Jl1chael Jan Friedlaan a.
Robert Greenberger - - DOOIISDAY VORLD <STAR TRBK:TlG
12) (Titan, 1990, 276pp, ;(2.99)

J(ore "beam-De-down" escapades witb the characters of
Star TreJr: Tbe J(eJ{t Generation. Tbe act10ns take place on
the artificial planet Kirlos, wben the Trekkies arrive to
belp an arcbaeological tean recover alien artifacts.
Bland, superficial novel designed by a conmittee. (Eric
Brown)

A.c, CRlSPII - - THE BIBS OF TBB BBHOLDBR <STAR TRBI
TIG 13) (Titan, 1990, 243pp, £2.99)

Spacesb1ps galore go miss1ng on a newly-ope,,',d trade
route and Captain )·,·.:ard has the task of finding out
why. Incomprehensible and utterly alien artifacts come to
light as tbe possible cause not only of tbe missing
sbips but also of some apparently incurable form of
space-madness as well. <Chris C. Bailey)

Carole lelson Douglas - - SllVllJ' OF SWORDS (Corgi, 1990,
380pp, £3.99)

Book Tbree of tbe Sword and Circlet trilogy; lrissa,
seeress, bas to save Kendric, a warrior mage froD a
cosmic taint. Yawn. (Steven Tew)

Dne Duncan - - THE COIII'G OF VISDOK (Legend, 1990,
337pp, £3.99)

The second in tbe Seventb Sword trilogy continues tbe
exploits of Wallie Smith, resurrected on bis death in our
world into a fantasy world with Japanese overtones wbere
he DUSt adapt to a rigid social code in wbich everyone
is ranked according to tbeir status in their particular
vocation. As a swordsman of the seventb rank liallie
al1as Sbonsu is one of the Dost powerful in his new
world. Here be encounters sorcerers wbo are taking over
city after city, intimidating tbe population and
overthrOWing Goddess-worship together witb the
·policing" function of swordsmen. Enjoyable recreational
reading if you don't mind tbe sexisll wbicb celebrates
male-bonding and women witb curves 1n tbe right places,
whether tbey are slaves or "female swordsmen". (Jessica
Yates)

Craig Shew GIlrdner - - RBVBlGB OFTBB FLUFFY Bl1JIIIBS
(Headline, 1990, 270pp, £3.50)

The ·Final Take" of another prepubescent trilogy from
Gardner. Delores, Roger, lionderdog and the otbers
continue their genre-hopping romp througb tbe Cineverse,
pursued by Doctor Dread. It's a Hanna-Barbra cartoon
directed by Del Brooks; and like Brooks, Gardner tends
to over-parody the parody. On the wbole it's silly ratber
tban funny. (Cbris Hart)

SheUa Gilluly - - GREB5BJlIAJl QtJmlI' (Headline, 1990,
439pp, "4.50)

The Dark Lord 1s back and be's pissed off! Ligbtweight
fantasy is readable enougb but file under barmless
escap1sm. (Colin B1rd)
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Sharon Green - - DAYI SO.G (Avon, 1990, 373pp, $3.95) Brum LuDley - - IGIiD O. AR.U (Headline, 1990, 244pp,
t3.50)

A superb initial setting reminiscent of Zelazny's
fan tasies is not lived up to by the story. The
insufferable heroine spends sa much time losing her
naivity (and virginity) that th~ plotline concerning a
stolen Great Flane and the Evil Lard of the Realm of
Earth lags several paces behind her brattishness while
the freshness of the alegory never gets a look-in. Pity.
'-Andy Sawyer)

Christopher HillZ - - ASH OCR: (Mandarin, 1990, 308pp,
t3.99)

Book two of the Paratwa Saga. Almost 250 years after the
Earth was destroyed by nuclear/biological warfare,
humanity resides in orbital co10ies. pirates, Punk-types,
and designer violence abound in an overwritten tale of
hi-tec politico-military intrigue. (Eric Brawn)

Robin Jarvis - - THE Fall RBGI:O.IIG (Si man & Schuster,
1990, 305pp, t3.99)

Mare adventures in Lovecraft's Dreamworld in a series of
old-fashioned romps that perhaps owe as much to teiber's
Fafrhd/Gray Mo user stories as to Lovecraft himself.
(Andy Sawyer)

J(ark .orris - - TOADY (Corgi, 1990, 702pp, t4.99l
Four teenage members of the "Horror Club" are brought to
face real horror as something from Outside joins them.
Xorris's first novel is a gripping and imaginative read,
flawed perhaps by too diffuse a focus on the title
character, a convincing picture of the unpleasant,
friendless, unattractive victim we all knew and bullied
at school. His temptation to embrace evil and get his
revenge on his environment is central to the book, and
his decision important, yet somehow this real moral
centre is not given the emphasis it deserves. However,
TOADY is a superior horror navel which avoids many of
the cliches of its type, and the author is one to watch.
(Andy Sawyer)

Richard A. R:naak - - IGIi DiAGO. (Orbit, 1990, 248pp.
t3.50)

Filled with unlikely middle-class warriors, sailors. etc.,
and improbable background details which are introduced
with the subtle credibility of a mugger in diapers, this
feminist-oriented fantasy (in which wizards tend to
double-up as oppressively rich and male) looks to be the
first in a series. However, Kirstein rings same pleasant
changes along the way, despite confusing some important
moral issues, and her style offers some hope for a
largely stagnant genre. (Terry Broome)

The third volume of the Deptford KJce trilogy closes a
story of evil and possession beneath the streets of
London as the good Mice defeat the wicked spirit of the
cat Jupiter. Harrowing and twee by turns, this reads like
Beatrix Potter meets H.P. Lovecraft; I suspect that if
Jarvis or his editors hadn't followed the line of
"talking animals children's story" something very
horrific would have emerged. As it is, the mix is
uncertain enough far this not to be a success, rich
enough for it to be memorable. (Andy Sawyer)

If you are one of those people who object to' Game
Oriented Fantasy and "maw" implying "mouth" rather than
"stomach" (P. 46), then stay away from ICE DRAGOII', the
second volume of the DrasoD Realm trilogy. The cold war
between the colour-coded dragons, avians and humans
begins to get really chilly when the Ice Drafon decides
to cast a devastating spell. It seems to lack the punch
of other G.O.F. navels and the action is much more sober
than the blurb hans it up to be. Sssome sibilant
dragonss ssshould ssee their dentistssss. (Chris Hart)

THE EICHA.JTBD (Kandarin, 1990,Roberta J(urphy
230pp, t3.50)

Another ForgateIJ Realms novel, commencing a trilogy set
in an analogue of the invasion ot Astec America by the
Spaniards. Each parallel is lOVingly and mechanically
detailed. (Andy Sawyer)

Douglas files - - IROIBELI (Penguin, 1990, 314pp, t3.99l

Ine Shupp - - alLDIBIl OF AIOTIIER FORTUD <Headline,
1990, 396pp, t4.50)

Ild Jah.a - - ROBOCOP 2 (Penguin, 1990, 234pp, £3.99)

I hope thr photography and special effects in the film
are good, because the plot is hackneyed: Robocop saves
the world. It reads qUick if you don't think. (L.J. Hurst)

In some ways this reminded me of Alan Garner's THE O"L
SERVICE, which is not to imply that it is derivative, and
is intended as a compliment. "ith the death of her
grandfather, 01wen is menaced by ghosts and the
Enchanter from the Cwm "oods. Rooted in the past, her
story unfolds as she discovers mare about her family and
her dead mother. Slow-moving at first, it develops into
a powerful and gripping encounter with the ghostly.
Recommended. (Brendan Vignall)

The third installDent of the Buck Regers HartJan Wars
trilogy turns out, unsurprising1y, to be another badly
written piece of hackwork. Do the kids a favour and buy
them something else far Christmas. PengUin, eh? Uim
Steel>

J(oS. )(urdoch - - ARXAGBDOO. OFF VliSI'A (Penguin, 1990,
279pp, 1,3.99)

(Pan, 1990,- THE STEERSYOJlURoseDary Kirstelll
299pp, t3.99)

The Kl1ngon and Federation Empires bath face
interstellar war on a huge and unprecedented scale if
diplomats an both sides cannot came up with a few
peaceful answers to the ownership of bath a newly
discovered agricultural planet and its most vital
commodity. (Chris C. Bailey)

1I0w known far her mainstream adult fiction, Penelope
Lively began her writing career in the early 1970s as a
post-Garnerian writer of Celtic fantasies far children.
This (first published 1978) is the nearest she's came to
writing science fiction. The world has suffered drastic
flooding (though no change in climate, apparently) and
all surviving humans have been evacuated to Kars. Some
animals are becoming more intelligent, especially
Stanley, a monkey who teams up with a cow, horse, dog,
cat, pigeon and parrot to voyage to London and find his
relations in London Zoo. A highly satirical view of
human society as seen by a dog, especially cutting when
the animals they encounter, particularly the monkeys,
look like repeating our first faults. (Jessica Yates)

Xajliss Larson
277pp, t3.99)

Penelope Lively
173pp, t2.50)

PAns All) STJlBOLS (Titan, 1990,

THE VOYAGE OF QV66 (Mammoth, 1990,

Book Three of Tbe Destiny KaJrers: Headline have
embellished the book with a virile, air-brushed cover,
dressing it up to be a spermcount-boosting action-epic.
Instead it maintains the standards set by the previous
novels, only longer. I really thought that something was
going to happen this time.

Tim Harper (Timmia1 lan Haarper, etc.) the 'Ilam vet.
is still lost in tiDe and working towards the general
good of the Algheran people. It's a long, hard, <. ..
boring) fight and what's more, it's going to take another
novel to finish it. (Chris Hart)

<:ara Lockhart Smith - - PARCHJUlI'T HOUSE (Mammoth, 1990,
159pp, t2.50)

Grotesque adults preying on seemingly powerless
children: one is reminded of Joan Aiken or Roald Dahl,
and before them, Dickens. However, PARCHMEIlT HOUSE, Ms
Smith's first novel, still deserves the epithet
"original". The thirteen orphans of Parchment House are
supervised by four peculiar adults including the Reverend
Slipper and Xl'S Padlock. One day, they are told, they
will go out and serve the limpire. Slipper obtains a
prototype robot, Archiba1d, to teach the children, and
beat them if they fail. The brightest orphan then plans
to subvert the robot . A mare experienced writer
would have explained the climax and tied up the loose



ends - I'd be hard put to it to "explain" the book to a
puzzle child-reader - but might have been too cautious
to write such a vivid, violent book in the first place.
(Jessica Yates)

Xelinda SDodgrass - - THE TEARS OF TIIll SIIGRiS (SUll
TRIlK 39) (Titan, 1990, 252pp, :.2.99)

Captain Kirk and crew go wbere no one bas gone before
yet again, as they battle to save the universe from
being destroyed by a runaway Space/Time Varp, created by
a race of musical, yet Genius grade, non-verbal
telepathic aliens who turn out to be qUite hard to
communicate with ... (Chris C. Balley J
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influence eacb other bowever Widely separated theretJfter
(and tbe bell witb Special relatiVity): and the -form- of
PIGEONS is yet another alternative to Bell's Tbeorem,
that of Bon-Objectivity ",hereby there is no reality
apart from observation.

I'm not sure I understand all tbis myself, but it
seems clear enough that flilson is NOT in the least
trying to t..ke his quantum mecbanics seriously, nor is
be trying to make us t.:lke theII fUtri, .'OI51y, not even on a
-",hat-if" level as Beale Vickery would bave us believe,
He's baving a fine old romp with SOJ1Je way-out ide4s of
pbysics that in any case apply only on tbe quantlm
level, and, as Neale points out, writing SOJ1Je very funny
books as a result.

Dark Age fantasy, fourth in the Bard series, typical of
the ever-expanding Dark Age/celtic/Arthurian fantasy
sub-genre. The bard Felimid mac Fal and his lover, the
female pirate Gudrun Blackhair, hack and slay various
Danes, saxons and Jutes. Also features merfolk and
berserkers. If you are into fantasy series, you might as
well read this as any other. (Lynne Bispham)

Book Two of Tbe Queen's Quarter trilogy. You know the
sort of thing. The Fire Queen and her allies are
slaughtering and torturing anyone with magical powers
and most of the peasantry besides. THose who seek to
oppose her, mainly low-life types who say "frigging
shit" a lot, are attempting to join the rebels of the New
Koon. Someone accidently discovers an ancientsword
And yet the central idea of the queen's quarter knot and
the old magic based on the elements of fire, earth, air
and water is actually quite interesting. Perhaps in every
run-of-the-mill fantasy trilogy there is a work of
originality and imagination trying to get out. (Lynne
BisphamJ

SAD~'S DEI' CUnwin Hyman, 1990,Xidari SDyder
362pp, t,3.99)

Keit.h Taylor - - RAVEI'S GATIIKRIIG
235pp, t,3.50)

<Headline, 1990,

[JI/'l PROVAN comments on My review of Divid Edings' THE OIA/'lOND
THRONE that I have 'both the pitience of a saint and a good dose of
ngnanimi ty , , .' J

If your justification ",as tbe fact that THE DIAXOKD
THROlrE is 'an enjoyable read' tben you are obviously
overlooking the excruciating nature of sucb tbings as
puppet-type cbaracters and cliebe-ridden writing, to say
notbing of the blantant cynici6J1J of the release fOT7Jat,
Any book featuring ",ords along tbe lines of -the n .....
book in the (insert SUitably ridiculous name. with a
Dragon/Xage/Lord/Sword thrown in for good J1Jeasure)"
provokes instant scepticisJ1J in me wbieb, nine times out
of ten, is tot..lly justified.

[I wouldn't disagree, and I certainly wouldn't WAnt to go overboard
deftnding Eddings (WhOM I've avoidtd for yurs) on the basis of one
book which I Mildly enjoyed, But I didrnildly enjoy it, and having
spent the last few Months coping with i 12-yur old addict of his
books, I'm inclined to understand the rusons why SOMe people like
his books and wonder whethtr I should give thtM More of a chance
Myself, , . WAHF: well, various people, but I appreciated the note
frOM Robinson Publishing thanking PI for the exposure of their
recent books (p,3 last issue), Well, thank VOU: glad to know the
ugazine is read in the publishing houses, , ,J

ISAAC ASIlIOV'S SCIENCE FICTION J1AGAZlNE
and ANALOG, IIlD-DECEMBER 1990
and JANUARY and FEBRUARY 19lH

Patricia C. Vrede - - DAlJGlITBR OF VITCIIBS (Orbit, 1990,
215pp, t,3.50)

Routine fantasy in which bondswoman Ranira escapes from
the evil city of Drinn with a trio of foreign witches
and conquers her fear and loathing of magic in just
enough time to save the world. It most SF/Fantasy books
could be compared to Tv programmes, this one would be
the commercial break: it looks pretty, but you'd much
rather go and make a cup of tea. (Ian Sales)

" Upon the rack
,
In print"

COLLISION COURSE

[PI 87 inspired a COMMent rtgarding Nule Yickery's revitw of
Robtrt Anton Wilson's SCHROOIN6ER'S CAT TRIL06Y, aka THE UNIVERSE
NEXT DDDR, THE TRICK TDP HAT, and THE HO/'lING PIGEONS, JOHN D,
RICKETT suggested a more cOlllple~ relationship betwetn tht parts, J

In an initial note (labelled Caveat Lector) to tbe reader
in etJcb volume, liilson cletJrly signals tbat tbe series is
not linear, since be tells us that the three can be read
in any order at all, In other words, we do bave a
trilogy in tbe sense of a connected set of tbree boalrs
witbout tbis needing to imply an on-going or developing
set of tbree books witbout tbis needing to imply an on
going or developing plot-line from one to another, And
ffilson's glossary of quantlm mechanics terminology (not
mentioned by Neale - J1Jaybe it doesn't figure in tbe new
edition?) makes it perfectly cletJr tbat be's baving bis
fun by treating tbe -universe- of bis cbaracters and
events as subject to the -rules- of quantum J1Jecbanics
and tben applying a different set of -rules" or model of
quantum mecbanics as the "forI~- for eacb boalr. Tbus,
UlIIVERSE works on tbe Everett-ffbeeler-GraMm J1Jodel,
wbere anytbing tbat can bappen to a quantum systeJ1J does
happen to it: TOP HAT utilises Bell's Tbeorem, to wbicb
tbe E-li-G Xodel is an alternative, wbereby any two
particles that once were in cont..ct will continue to

reviewed by Edward Jamea

There are some good things in the Yid-December Asimov·s.
One of the best of Asimov's robot stories for a very iong
time. for instance. "Kid Brother": a successful story
partly, perhaps. because it is not about logic or about
robot psychology. but, for once, about human psychology.
There are a couple of short-shorts: a fun variant on
time-travel paradoxes in Deborah Wessell's "Time Consid
ered &8 HeUx of Lavender Ribbon" and Geoffrey A.
Landis's nasty llttle look at the possible future of mass
entertainment. The novelette is by new British writer Ian
R. MacLeod, called "Green": an evocative fantasy about a
garden and its varied pests, set in a kind of 19th
century never-never land. Allen Steele's "Hapgood's Hoax"
is an in-Joke about an oldtlme sf writer. H. LaPierre
Hapgood. and his abduction by UFOs: difficult to
enumerate all the targets Steele is aiming at here, and
most of the shots are bulls-eyes. Both Karen Haber's "3
RNa. Good View" and Tony Daniels "The Passage of Night
Trains" are investigations of the emotional impact of
tlme-travell1ng. in very different ways. None of these
stories are exceptionally original; none are award
winners; all are well above average. and well worth
reading. And the issue ends with the first part of a two
part serialisation of Michael Swanwick's latest novel
Stations of the Tide: a space-operatic tale of galactic
intrigue on a back-water planet, absolutely bubbllng over
with ideas and images. If you can't wait for the full
version in book form. this issue (and the next) are worth
buying for Swanwick alone.



There's not quite so much enticing material along with
the second Swanwick instalment In the January Asimov's.
however. Kathe Koja's short "Bird Superior". a fantasy
about a man who discovers he can fly. Is certainly
superior writing. Avram Davidson's "Death of a Damned
Good Man" Is an assured little tale about the mysterious
death of Lawson, an ex-sailor: "Stuart had a poor memory
for names. Lawson coliected bugs and lizards and things.
Hughes couldn't jump. There you have it ali." But the
other stories -- Michael Kalienberger's "White Chaos".
about a chaoticlst's preoccupation with Jupiter's Great Red
Spot; James Patrick Kelly's "Pogrom". and Steven Uttley's
rather trite Ilttle novelette of time-travelling tourists -
did little for me. All in all, not nearly as good as Mid
December.

The February Asimov's leads with Greg Costikyan's short
story "Bright Light. Big City". a tense and largely
believable reportage story of one family's search for
survival when a terrorist group sets off a nuke on Man
hattan. Apart from an editorial in which Asimov describes
his lunch with Gorbachev. and an interesting (as ever)
review article by Norman Spinrad on "North American
Magical Realism". the issue is mostly taken up with five
novelettes. "The Better Boy". by James P. Blaylock and
Tim Powers is sf only In so far as the main character. a
very eccentric and engaging inventor. thinks in sfnal
terms: it Is. however. great fun. and worth reading just
to find out what the third paragraph means: "This
morning he could surely allow himself to forget about the
worms and the ether bunnies." Llsa Mason's "Hummers" is
no more sf and fantasy than the Blaylock and Powers
(unless one is to take the last half-page or so literally).
but again well worth the read: a moving story about
coping with dying and death. Neal Barrett's "Under Old
New York" takes a look at poverty and starvation In the
New York of the 21st century. Pat Murphy offers
"Travelling West". a perfectly well-written but pretty
unoriginal tale about a were-woif in the American West
in 1849. None of these four stories is beiow par; but none
of them stand out -- 'but the flfth. "The Happy Man" by
Jonathan Lethem. certainiy does. It is about a man whose
consciousness periodically departs to his own "psychic
iandscape". or Hell. as he thinks of it. ieaving behind his
zombie-like body with his family. The story concerns his
attempts to cope with Hell (and one of its devil-like
inhabitants, the Happy Man). and his changing reiation
ships with his wife and son: it's effectiveiy written,
involving. and disturbing.

The December Analog ied with "Shaman". a novelette by
Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff (who figures in all three of these
Analogs). I know I spend a lot of time in this coiumn
complaining about the traditionalism of Analog, but the
complaints are rather more than ritual. In terms of theme,
ideas and narrative treatment, this would hardly have
been out of place in Astounding in the '50s. OK. so the
boss wouid not have been a woman then. And, OK. I quite
enjoyed reading it (back in the '50s. or. to be more
honest. in the '60s. when I bought my back stock of '50s
issues. I really loved Astounding too>. But sf is supposed
to be innovative ... And. anyway. it annoys me when there
are characters called Rhys Llewellyn who have Irish
accents. (Or was that supposed to be a joke? Who knows?)
(But see below for my comment on Amy Bechte1.l Much
better (though not much more original) was Doug Beason's
"Ben Franklin's Laser": an attempt to change the future
by trying to tell Ben about modern technoiogy. Jeff
Hecht's "Rehearsals for Retirement" was a competent
enough story about conflicting loyalties; Wllliam S. Davis's
"Turkey Day" an amusing enough (and horribly convincing)
parable about how a bureaucracy would go about putting
a Thanksgiving turkey in everyone's pot. The best read
In the issue. though. was W. R. Thompson's "Lost in
Transiation". another in his series about the
disconcertingiy human aliens. the kya. This time a
pub Usher gets the idea that it wouid be a good idea to
translate a hack kya sf story into English: plenty of
opportunity for not very demanding satire.

Back in November Asimov's issued a double length edition.
making It effectively (with mid-December) i4 issues a
year. Its sister Davis publication Analog has followed suit
with their January "Double Anniversary Issue": 320 pages
(including all the ads and usual features>. The fiction
includes four short stories. four novelettes, a novella (by
John Barnes) and a "novel" by Orson Scott Card. Weil.
whether 78 pages of text constitutes a "novel" is up to
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you: but, whatever it is -- and what it is. of course, is
a section of Card's next novel -- "Gioriously Bright" is
one of the best things Analog has publlshed for a long
while. Spoiler warning: a warning because it is not at ail
obvious immediateiy. as Card takes some time to sketch
in the ancient Chinese culture -- this novel is a sequel
to Ender's Game and Speaker for the Dead. books which.
despite myself. almost. I enjoyed. Some of Card's quirks
are there: a somewhat unpleasant love of describing
cruelty to children for instance (remember his "Mikal's
Songbird"?) (and remember Ian Watson's critique in his
article "The Author as' Torturer". in Foundation 407). But
it is a rich and eXclting story. toid with pienty of skill;
the fully published novel should be worth reading.

Another writer I have problems with is John Barnes: but
his novella in the November Analog I also enjoyed: "Canso
de Fis de Jovent". It's a rather nutty idea haVing a
high-tech pianetary civ1i1sation reproduce the ianguage.
culture and mores of Southern France (Occitania) in the
Middie Ages: but the varied cuitures and resultant
psychologies are weli done. and as an exercise in world
building it's an Intriguing one. (And if you want to know
more about the background. read Barnes's article "How to
Build a Future" in the March 1990 Analog.) Of the others,
we'll gloss swiftly over Amy Bechtel's "A Story of Saint
Brigit" (there's an Irishwoman in it called Meave -
presumably meant to be Maeve: why is it there's some
thing wrong every time an American sf writer tries her
hand at something "Celtic"?); Joseph H. Delaney's "Nugget"
(yet another tale of plucky free enterprise miners out in
the asteroids/ comets); Michael Flynn's "Spark of Genius".
looking at the future of computer authors; and Harry
Turtledove's pIece of wishful thinking about the right and
proper status of school-teaching. "Gladly Wolde He Lerne".
Rick Shelley's "Eyewall". about experiments to break up
powerful hurricanes (by nuclear explosions ... ) was an
interesting story In the best Analog manner. however. as
was Brian C. Coad's "Stabilizing Gamma Prime", a very
plausibie tale of aircraft safety standards. And I also
enjoyed Grey Rollins's "The Victor", the latest in his
series about a not-very-hardbolled detective and his
wisecracking alien sidekick: very Ilghtweight, but why not.
once in a whlle? Even better, as comic sf, was Maya
Kaathryn Bohnhoff's "If It Ain't Broke ... ", iooking at some
of the disastrous ways in which nanotechnoiogy could
work in home and stUdio. All in all, an issue with many
different moods. and enough good material. probably, to
warrant the increased price.

The cover story for Analog in February was Alexis Lynn
Latner's "The Listening Glass", a competent-enough
engineering-and-astronomy novelette about a giant radio
telescope on the Moon, and efforts to ready it in time to
observe a supernova. Charles V. De Vet's "Third Game" is
a sequel to an earlier story -- but perchance you may
not remember it... "Second Game", by De Vet and Kather
ine Maclean (though this issue of Analog does not mention
MacLean) was publlshed in Astounding in 1958 (March US
edition. June British edition). The originai story was
archetypically Astounding: a human challenges .an alien
race to a series of chess-like games. and finds out their
weaknesses. He recommends that the human worlds
surrender to the alien, knowing that the latter would be
swamped by human cuiture and human genes. (The alien
women are fertile only once every eight years; the aliens
would soon intermarry with human women.) Was it worth
waltin& over 32 years for the sequel? Well, much of it is
merely a reprise of the earlier; except that the descrip
tion of one of the maJor characters has changed. and
there is much more explicit description of how the alien
women change as they come on heat: that would never
have got· past Kay Tarrant in 19581 Otherwise it is as if
the world has not changed at all; still the same sexism
and speciesism. And the story was fresher in 1968 (with
out having to be weighed down with tedious background
fllling. for a start). Also in this issue was an enter
taining lightweight tale of free enterprise on the Moon, in
Grey Rollins's "Magnollas. Mint Juieps. and the Moon"; an
effective short story about future religious dictatorship
from Michael F. Flynn, "The Blood upon the Rose", with a
fine twist in the tale; a routine child-meets-aliens-in
back-garden story from Maya Kaathryn Bohnhoff. called
"Hobbits"; and Daniel Hatch's "Childhood Escapade", a
story of rejuvenation, told from the point of the amnesiac
rejuvenated person. Two good science fact articles
complete the issue: Marc Davenport on hydrogen as a fuel.
and John G. Cramer on the Hubble Space Telescope.
Analog enters its 61st year in style.



INT£RZON£ 42 - 43 (D.c.mb.r 7990 
J.nu.ry 1997)

(Reviewed by ADdy Iills)
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OF BOORS REVIEWED

Women are underrepresented in the ranks of SF writers;
IZ 42 attempts to redress the balance somewhat by
highlighting female talent. the results, though, are
mixed. Kost successful are Sherry Coldsmith's 'Faking It'
and Carolyn Ives Gilman's 'Glass Angel. The former mixes
two technological developments androids and "The
Slice", a brain operation which makes people super
efficient but as a side effect causes blackouts - and
interweaves these with the story of a woman finding her
independence. It's challenging and has a hint of menace.
The latter story is a fantasy about an angel who leaves
his stained-glass window to walk upon the earth, where
he discovers both Good and evil have departed. Lisa
Tuttle's 'To Be Of Use' allegorises the experience of
women who leave their former lives behind when they
marry and submerge themselves in their husbands' lives
(rather an outdated concept, I would have thought). In
this case men are represented by aliens but Tuttle
overstates her case by the realistic portrayal of the
same idea earlier in the story. The notion that love is a
virus forms the basis of 'The Eradication Of Romantic
Love' by Pat Xurphy. An interesting idea, to be sure, but
the treatment - excuse the pun - is hardly rivetting.
Karen Joy Fowler's 'Sarah Canary And The Kermaid', on
the other hand, is a Vignette which contains some
qUirky, Blaylockian characters and is both rich in detail
and intriguing. But as it is an extract from an
unpublished novel it has, naturally enough, neither
beginning nor ending. I'm sure that the idea behind
llartha A Hood's 'Learning The Language' - that a girl
wakes up to find that English has disappeared and
everybody in the world apart from herself is speaking
gibberish - has been used before, but r can't remember
where. never mind, this is a smoothly-written tale,
though the protagonist has too easy a time of it - until
the end. As to Gwyneth Jones's 'Forward Echoes', r
confess its opacity meant that it failed to hold my
attention.

The fiction in IZ 43 (an all-male issue with a great
cover picture) is less earnest but more entertaining. 'In
The Air' by Kim Newman and Eugene Byrne is a deserving
lead story. It starts slowly, setting the scene for an
alternative reality where the communist revolution took
place not in Russia but in the United States. The pace
and excitement really picks up when it concentrates on
the story of a teenage Buddy Holly who engages in an air
duel with some famous air aces. There6s a host of famous
names in here, such as Jack Kerouac, Howard Hughes,
Joseph McCarthy and Al Capone, humorously and skilfully
treated, making up for the fact that this is the scond
Holly story to appear in the magazine within the last
few months. Also both witty and readable is Ben Jeapes's
'Memoirs Of A Publisher', the publisher in this case
being an anthropomorphised AI. !leil Jones's 'Hands' is
pure goodies v baddies in a polluted future where
dolphins and humans can talk to each other. David
Langford has an intrigUing concept, that of aDan who
suffers from attacks where time stops and he is left
looking at the last scene he was viewing for What SeeDS

like eternity. As a muse on the possibilities of a form
of eternal life, though, it doesn't quite come off. Bob
Shaw's self-depreciatins 'Incident On A Summer's )[orning'
is a slight but amusing piece.

Of note amongst the non-fiction are the interviews
with Pat llurphy <IZ 42) who possesses a refreshingly
positive attitude towards her craft, and Ray Bradbury
<IZ 43) who also retains a zest for his work along with
a penchant here to name-drop. Wendy Bradley provides a
sound analysis of the works of her nlllllesake Karion
Zimmer, and Colin Greenland romps through Kary Gentle's
background. fiction and opinions CIZ 42). !lick Lowe
makes up for his absence in the December issue with a
wonderful review of ARACHIlOPHOBIA the following month.

As the the best fiction of the 1990 IIlTERZONES, I'll
opt for Greg Egan's 'Learning To Be lle' (#37) closely
followed by lIicholas Royle's 'Jegatives' (#35). But it's a
difficult choice and it will be interesting tosee the
final poll results.
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QUICK, W.T.
RESNIK, N,
ROB I NSON, K, S,

SABERHAGEN, F,
SHUPP, N.

SNITH, C, L,
SNDDGRASS, N,
SNYDER, N,
TAYLDR, K,
VANCE, J,
WEISS, D,E,
WILLIANS, T,
WILLIANSON, J,
WILSDN, R,C,
WILSOt~, R, C,
WINGROYE, 0,
WREDE, p. C,

BATNAN: RED WATER, CRINSDN DEATH
(Tihn) p,8
THE UNSETTLED DUST (Nlnd., in) p.~

TOTAL RECALL (Ltgtnd) p, 6
ARNAGEDDDN RUN (Pin) p,12
THE GUARDIANS (Pin) p, 12
TAPPING THE VEIN 3 (Tihn) p,8
CH ILDREN OF THE THUNDER (Orb i l) p, 9
BROTHERS IN ARNS (Hnd 1i nt) p, 6
THE POWER OF NYTH (DoubltdIY) p, 6
A CHILD ACROSS THE SKY (Ltgtnd) p,5
DDDNSDAY WORLD (Tihn) p,12
RUSALKA (Nlnd., in) p, 11
CRADLE (Orbil) p,8
THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDER (Tihn) p.12
SECOND VARIETY (Graflon) p,4
STAR TREK: THE LOST YEARS (Pin) p. 5
SEVEN OF SWORDS (Corgi) p, 12
SPDCK'S WORLD (Pin) p,9
THE CONING OF WISDDN (Ltgtnd) p,12
SORCERESS OF DARSHIVA (Corgi) p,10
THE LAST STAND OF THE DNA COWBOYS
(Orbit) p,8
REVENGE OF THE FLUFFY BUNNIES
(HndIint) p,12
SCHOLARS AND SOLDIERS (Orbit) p,12
GREENBRIAR QUEEN (Hud 1i nt) p. 12
DAWN SONG (Avon) p, 13
FATHER TO THE NAN (Golllncz I p. 11
FARNER IN THE SKY (Golllncz) p,8
ASH OCK (Nlnd., in I p. 13
EGYPT GREEN (Hudl int) p.11
THE FINAL RECKONING (Si~on ~

Schu,ltr) p,13
FAREWELL HORIZONTAL (Gtlflon) p.7
TIGANA (Ptnguin) p,~

THE DARK HALF (N, E, L, ) p, 10
THE STEERSWONAN (Pin) p, 13
ICE DRAGON (Orbil) p.13
PHANTONS (Hud 1i nt) p,9
SHATTERED (Hudlint) p,9
VOICE OF THE NIGHT (Hudlint) p,9
PAWNS AND SYNBDLS (Tilln) p,13
THE CHA IN OF CHANCE (Nlnd., in) p,3
HIS NASTER'S VOICE (Nlnd.,in) p,3
RETURN FRDN THE STARS (Nlnd.,in) p,3
TALES OF PIRI THE PILOT (Nlnd.rin)p.3
THE CDSNIC TRILOGY (Orbit) p,3
THE VOYAGE OF QV66 (Nluoth) p, 13
ICED ON ARAN (Hudlint) p,13
DARK FANTASIES (Ltgtnd) p.7
TOADY (Corgil p, 13
ARNAGEDDON OFF VESTA (Ptnguin) p,13

THE ENCHANTER (Nlndarin) p,13
RDBDCDP 2 (Ptnguin) p,13
IRDNHELN (Ptnguin) p,13
NDYING NDDSEVAN (Woltn', Pan) p,5
GUARDS! GUARDS! (Corgi) p,7
BREAKING STRAIN (Pan) p, 5
STARFIRE (Orbit) p.9
DREANS OF GODS AND NEN (Orbit) p,10
IVORY (Ltgtnd) p, 7
ESCAPE FRON KATHNANDU (Unw i n
HY~ln) p,11
THE ULTINATE ENENY (Golllncz) p,6
SOLDIER OF ANOTHER FORTUNE
(Htldlint) p,13
PARCHNENT HOUSE (N..aoth) p, 13
THE TEARS OF THE SINGERS (Tihn) p, lA
SADAR'S KEEP (Unwin Hyun) p, lA
RAYEN'S GATHERING (Hudlint) p, lA
SHOWBOAT WORLD (Golllncz) p, 9
UNNATURAL SELECTION (BIICk S..n) p,10
THE DRAGONBONE CHAIR (Ltgtnd) p,10
NAZEWAY (Nlnd., in) p. 6
A HIDDEN PLACE (Orbit) p.5
NENDRY WIRE (Orbit) p,5
THE NIDDLE KINGDDN (N,E,L,) p,12
DAUGHTER OF WITCHES (Orb i I) p, lA
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